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Abstract 
The linear isometries between function spaces have been studied by many mathematicians. 
In this paper, we consider three kinds of linear isometries; linear isometries on spaces of 
differentiable functions, backward shifts on uniform algebras and real-linear isometries 
between complex function spaces. 

In Chapter l, we consider the linear isometries on spaces of differentiable functions. 
We denote by cCnl[o, l] the linear space of n-times continuously differentiable functions 
on the closed unit interval [0, 1]. Each of the following norms makes c(n) [0, 1] a Banach 
space: 

n-1 

llflla = L lf(k)(O)I + sup lf(n)(x)j, 
k=O xE[O,l] (! E C(n)[O, 1]). 

II film= max{ lf(O)j, lf'(O)j, · · ·, lf(n-l)(O)j, sup lf(n)(x)j }, 
xE[O,l] 

We characterize the surjective linear isometries on (C(n)[O, 1], ll·lla) and (C(n)[O, 1], ll·llm), 
as follows: LetT be a linear operator on (C(n)[O, 1], ll·lla) or (C(n)[O, 1], II· lim)· Then T 
is a surjective isometry if and only if there exist a homeomorphism r.p of [0, 1] onto itself, 
a unimodular continuous function w on [0, 1], a permutation { r(O), r(1), ... , r(n- 1)} of 
{0, 1, ... , n- 1} and unimodular constants -Ao, J\1, ... , An-1 such that 

(x E [0, 1], f E C(n)[O, 1]), 

where (Sg)(x) = J; g(t) dt for all x E [0, 1] and g E C([O, 1]). Also, we prove that every 

finite codimensionallinear isometry on (C(n)[O, 1], ll·llm) is surjective. Moreover, we prove 
a similar statement on the space of Lipschitz continuous functions. 

In Chapter 2, we prove that an infinite-dimensional uniform algebra does not admit 
a backward shift; Also, we introduce a backward quasi-shift as a weak type of backward 
shift, and show that a uniform algebra A does not admit it, under the assumption that the 
maximal ideal space of A has at most finitely many isolated points. Moreover, we discuss 
the existence of shifts on several function spaces. 

In Chapter 3, we characterize the surjective real-linear isometries between complex
linear subspaces of continuous functions: Let X and Y be locally compact Hausdorff 
spaces. Let A and B be complex-linear subspaces of Cc.o(X) and Cc,o(Y), respectively. 
Suppose that for each distinct points x,x',x" EX there exists f E A such that lf(x)j =/= 
lf(x')l and f(x") = 0. Also suppose that for each distinct points y, y' E Y there exists 
g E B such that jg(y)j =/= jg(y')j. If Tis a real-linear isometry of A onto B, then there 
exist an open and closed subset E of Ch(B), a homeomorphism r.p of Ch(B) onto Ch(A) 
and a unimodular continuous function won Ch(B) such that Tf = w(f o r.p) onE and 
Tf = w(f o r.p) on Ch(B) \ E for all f E A, where Ch(A) and Ch(B) are the Choquet 
boundaries for A and B, respectively. Moreover, we give an example of the space which 
indicates the difference between the real-linear case and the complex-linear case. 

Acknowledgment. The author would like to thank Professor Hiroyuki Takagi for his 
valuable comments and useful suggestions. 



Chapter 1 

Linear isometries on spaces of 
differentiable functions 

1.1 Introduction 

The source of this paper is the classical Banach-Stone theorem, which characterizes the 
surjective linear isometries on C(X); the Banach space of all continuous functions on a 
compact Hausdorff space X with the supremum norm. It states that every surjective 
linear isometry Ton C(X) has the form: Tf = w(f o ~.p) for all f E C(X), where i.p is a 
homeomorphism of X onto itself and w is a unimodular continuous function on X. This 
theorem raised a natural problem: Characterize the surjective linear isometries on other 
function spaces. In the book [12], we can find the answer to this problem on many function 
spaces. 

On the other hand, we want to remove the surjectivity of linear isometries in the 
results above. It seems to be difficult to deal with a general linear isometry which is not 
necessarily surjective. Thus our first step is to investigate the linear isometry which has 
a finite codimensional range. Such a linear. isometry is said to be finite codimensional. 
The finite codimensional linear isometries on various function spaces have been studied 
by Araujo and Font [2, 13] and many other mathematicians (cf. [15, 18, 20, 23, 46, 47]). 
Here we note that a surjective linear isometry is finite codimensional, because its range 
has codimension 0. 

As mentioned above, we know much about those isometries on many function spaces. 
But it is not all. In this chapter, we take up three spaces consisting of differentiable func
tions; the space of continuously differentiable functions, the space of Lipschitz continuous 
functions and the Wiener algebra. This chapter is based on [26] and [27]. 

1.2 The space of continuously differentiable functions 

Let n be a positive integer. Let lK denote the real number field lR or the complex number 
field C. By C(n)[o, 1] we denote the linear space of all lK-valued n-times continuously 
differentiable functions on the closed unit interval [0, 1]. There exist several norms which 
make C(n)[O, 1] a Banach space; for example, 
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llfllc ~max{~ [fl'~~x}l • x E [0, 1]}. 

llfll~ = t llf(::lloo' 
k=O 

II filM = max{llflloo, llf'lloo, · · ·' llf(n) lloo}, 
n-1 

llfllu = L lf(k)(O)I + llf(n)lloo, 
k=O 

llfllm = max{lf(O)I, lf'(O)I, · · ·, lf(n-1)(0)1, llf(n)lloo}, 

(f E c(n)[O, 1]), 

where II · lloo denotes the supremum norm on [0, 1). These norms are equivalent. In 
particular, (C(nl[O, 1), II · lie) and (C(nl[O, 1), II · II~) are unital semisimple commutative 
Banach algebras. 

In [6), Cambern characterized the surjective linear isometries on (C(1l[o, 1), II · lie). 
Later, Pathak [33) extended this result to (C(nl[o, 1), ll·lle). The other extensions may be 
found in [7) and [29). On the other hand, Rao and Roy [39) and Jarosz and Pathak [19) 
characterized the surjective linear isometries on (CC1l[o, 1), II· II~) and (C(1l[O, 1), II· liM), 
respectively. All of those results say that every surjective linear isometry T on the des
ignated space has the canonical form; Tf = w(f o ~). In this paper, we show that the 
surjective linear isometries on (C(n)[O, 1), ll·llu) and (C(nl[O, 1), II· lim) have the different 
form. 

To state our theorem, we remark on notations: Put 'II' = { z E lK : lzl = 1}. If lK = IR, 
then 'II' = { 1, -1}. If lK = C, then 'II' denotes the unit circle in C (In Section 1.3 and 
Chapters 2 and 3, we shall be restricted to the case of lK = C, where 'II' is the unit circle). 
A number in 'II' is said to be unimodular. Also, a function f is said to be unimodular if 
the range of f is contained in 'It'. Next, we introduce an integral operator S: For any 
f E C([O, 1]), we put (Sf)(x) = J; f(t) dt for all x E [0, 1). Then Sis a linear operator 
ofC([0,1]) onto {f E C(1l[0,1): f(O) = 0}, and sn maps C([0,1)) onto {f E cCnl[0,1): 
f(kl(O) = 0 fork= 0, 1, ... , n- 1}. This shows that {f(n) : f E cCnl[O, 1)} = C([O, 1]). 
Moreover we have 

n-1 j·(k)(O) 
f(x) = L k! Xk + (Snf(n))(x) 

k=O 

(x E [0, 1), f E cCnl[o, 1]). 

Now, let us state our theorem. We characterize the surjective linear isometries on 
(C(n)[O, 1), ll·llu) and (C(n)[O, 1), ll·llm), as follows: 

Theorem 1.2.1. LetT be a linear operator on (C(n)[O, 1), ll·llu) or (C(n)[O, 1), ll·llrn)· Then 
T is a surjective isometry if and only if there exist a homeomorphism c.p of [0, 1) onto itself, 
a unimodular continuous function w on [0, 1), a permutation { T(O), T(1), ... , T(n- 1)} of 
{0, 1, ... , n- 1} and unimodular constants .\o, Al, ... , An-1 such that 

n-1 (r(k)) ( 
(Tf)(x) = L Akf k! 0) xk + (sn(w(f(n)o c.p))) (x) 

k=O 

(1.1) 

for all x E [0, 1) and f E C(n)[O, 1). 
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By the theorem above, the linear operator T1 defined by (Td)(x) =- f(O) + J; f'(t) dt 
is a surjective isometry on (C(ll[O, 1], 11·11"") and (C(ll[O, 1], ll·llm)· But we can easily see 
that T1 is not of the canonical form. 

We also prove the following: 

Theorem 1.2.2. If T is a finite codimensional linear isometry on ( C(n) [0, 1], ll·llm), then 
T is surjective. 

Theorems 1.2.1 and 1.2.2 characterize the finite codimensional linear isometries on 
(C(nl[o, 1], II· lim)· We will prove Theorem 1.2.1 in Sections 1.2.2-1.2.4, Theorem 1.2.2 in 
Section 1.2.5. 

1.2.1 Preliminaries 

For a normed linear space B, we put ball B = { ~ E B : ll~lla ::; 1} and denote its dual space 
by B*. For a bounded linear operator T between two normed linear spaces, we denote by 
T* the adjoint operator ofT. We use these notations throughout this paper. 

For any nonnegative integer£, we define Ll(x) = xl for x E [0, 1]. In particular, we 
write L0 = 1 and L 1 = L. Let f E c(nl[o, 1] and£= 1, 2, ... , n. Then f = Lc if and only if 
f(O) = f'(O) = · · · = j(£-l)(O) = 0 and j(£l(x) =£!for x E [0, 1]. 

Now, we prove two elementary facts which are used later. 

Proposition 1.2.3. Let B1, ... , Bt be normed linear spaces, and let B = B1 x · · · x Be be 
the product space equipped with the norm 

Then ( a1, ... , a e) is an extreme point of ball B if and only if ak is an extreme point of 
ball Bk for all k = 1. ... , £. 

Proof. Suppose that ak is an extreme point of ballBk for all k. To prove that (a1 , ... , ae) 
is an extreme point of ballB, write (a1, ... , ae) = ((a~, ... , a.£)+ (a~, ... , a7))/2, where 
(a~, .... a£), (a~, ... , a7) E ball B. Then for each k = 1, ... , £ we have 

a' +a" ak = k k 
2 

Also, iia]Jak ::; max{ila.~llall ... , lia£11ae} = li(a~, .... a~)lla ::; 1. Similarly, lla%ilak ::; 1. 
By hypothesis, ak = ale = a%. Hence (a1, ... , ac) = (a~, ... , a.£) = (a~, ... , a7). Thus 
(a 1 , ... , ae) is an extreme point of ball B. 

Conversely, suppose that (a1, ... , ae) is an extreme point of ball B. Fix k = 1, ... , £ 
and write ak =(ale+ a%)/2, where ale, a% E ballBk. Then 

( ) 
- (al, ... 'ak, ... 'ae) + (al, ... 'az, ... 'ae) 

a1, ... , ak, ... , ae -
2 

. 

Also, we have li(al,····ale, ... ,ae)lla::; max{ii(al, ... ,ae)lla, llaleilak}::; 1. Similarly, 
li(al, ... , a%, ... , ae)i/::; 1. By hypothesis, 

(al, ... ,akJ ... ,ae) = (a1, ... ,ale, ... ,ae) = (al, ... ,az, ... ,ac), 

and soak= ak = az. Thus ak is an extreme point of ballBk· 

3 
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Proposition 1.2.4. Let 'l/J1 and 'l/J2 be injective continuous mappings of [0, 1] into [0, 1], 
and let a E C. If a(g o 'th) +(go 1/;2) is constant on [0, 1] for all real-valued continuous 
functions g on [ 0, 1], then 'l/J1 = 'l/J2. 

Proof. Assume 'l/J1 =F 'l/J2- Then 'l/J1(p) =F 'l/J2(p) for some p E [0, 1]. Since 'l/J1 is continuous, 

there exists q E [0, 1] such that q =F p and 'l/J1(q) =F 'l/J2(p). Then 'l/J2(q) =I 'l/J2(p) because 

'l/J2 is injective. Find a real-valued continuous function go on [0, 1] such that go('l/J2(P)) = 1 

and go('l/J1(P)) = go('l/J1(q)) = go('l/J2(q)) = 0. Then we have ago('l/J1(P)) + go('l/J2(P)) = 1 and 
ago('l/Jl(q)) + go('l/J2(q)) = 0. This contradicts the hypothesis that a(go o 1/Jl) +(goo 1/12) is 

constant. Hence 'l/J1 = 'l/J2- D 

When we consider the finite codimensionallinear isometries, we will use the following 

theorem by Takahasi and Okayasu: 

Theorem A (Takahasi and Okayasu [46]). LetT be a finite codimensionallinear isometry 
on C(X). Then T is surjective if and only if for any continuous mapping '1/J of X onto 
itself which is not injective, the set {(x, y) EX x X: x =F y, '1/J(x) = '1/J(y)} is infinite. 

1.2.2 Proof of Theorem 1.2.1; the "if" part 

First, we settle an easy part of Theorem 1.2.1. 

Proof of the "if" part of Theorem 1.2.1. Suppose T has the form (1.1). Let f E C(nl[O, 1]. 

For each £ = 0, 1, ... , n - 1, we have 

n-1 .\ f(r(k))(O) 
(TJ)(f·\x) = t; k(k _ £)! xk-1! + (sn-l!(w(f(n) o :p))(x) (x E [0, 1]), 

and so (Tj)(I!)(O) = .\d(r(£))(0) because (Sg)(O) = 0 for all g E C[O, 1]. Moreover 
(Tj)(n) = w(f(n) o c.p). Therefore 

n-1 n-1 
liT fila= L I(Tf)(/!)(0)1 + II(Tf)(n)lloo = L l.\d(r(/!))(0)1 + llw(f(n) 0 c.p)lloo 

1!=0 £=0 
n-1 n-1 

= L lf(r(/!))(0)1 + llf(n) 0 'PIIoo = L lf(k)(O)I + llf(n)lloo = llflla· 
1!=0 k=O 

Similarly, we can show IITfllm = llfllm· Hence Tis an isometry. 
To see that Tis surjective, let g E C(n)[O, 1]. Define f E C(nl[O, 1] by 

n-1 .\ (r-
1
(k)) (0) ( ( (n) -1)) 

f(x) = t; r-l(k)9 k! xk + sn g w o oc.p~l (x) (x E [0, 1]). 

Then f(l!) (0) = A
7

-l(£)9(r-l(f!)) (0) for £ = 0, 1, ... , n- 1 and f(n) = (g(n) o c.p-1) j(w o c.p-1 ). 

Hence ( 1.1) yields 

n-1 .\ 3: (k)( ) ( ( ( (n) -1 ))) 
(Tf)(x) = t; k ki! 0 xk+ sn w gwooc.p~1 oc.p (x) 

n-1 (kl() (xE[O,l]). 

= L g k! 0 xk + (Sng(n)) (x) = g(x) 
k=O 
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Hence T is surjective. 0 

1.2.3 Proof of Theorem 1.2.1; the "only if" part on (C(n)[O, 1], II· II.,.) 
We divide the proof of the "only if" part into two subsections. In this subsection, we deal 
with only the space (C(n)[O, 1], II· llcr)- The other space (C(n)[O, 1], ll·llm) is considered in 
the next subsection. 

For simplicity, we write cCn) and C for (C(n)[O, 1], II· llcr) and (C([O, 1]), II· lloo), re
spectively. Let ocn denote the product space of n copies of K The points of ocn are thus 
ordered n-tuples a= (ao, a1, ... , an-d, where ao, a1, ... , an-1 E IK. For instance, we write 
b = (bo, b1, ... , bn-d, 1 = (1, L ... , 1) and so on. 

Definition 1.2.5. For each (a, c, x) E 1I'n x 1I' x [0, 1], we define a functional A(a,c,x) on 
c(n) by 

n-1 
A(a,c,x)(f) =I: akf(k)(O) + cf(n)(x) (! E c(nl). 

k=O 

It is clear that A(a,c,x) E ball(C(n))*. 

Lemma 1.2.6. Let~ E (C(n))*. Then~ is an extreme point ofball(C(n))* if and only if 
there exists (a,c,x) E 1I'n X 1I' X [0, 1] such that~= A(a,c,x)· 

Proof. Suppose that the product spaces ocn X c and ocn XC* have the norms 

n-1 

!i(b, g)ll = L lbkl + llglloo ((b, g) E ][{n x C), 
k=O 

jj(a,r,)jl = max{laol, !all, ... ) lan-11, II'IJII} ((a,'IJ) E ocn XC*), 

respectively. Then (IKn X C)* is linearly isometric to ocn XC*. In fact, the linear isometry 
Q of ocn X C* onto (IKn X C)* is given by 

n-1 
(Q(a,'IJ))(b,g) = Lakbk +'IJ(g) ((a,'IJ) E ][{n x C*, (b,g) E ][{n x C). 

k=O 

Now, define a mapping p of c(n) into ocn X c by 

Pf = ((!(0), J'(O), ... , f(n-l)(O)), f(n)) (! E C(n)). 

Clearly, p is a linear isometry of c<n) onto ocn X c. Hence the adjoint operator P* is a 
linear isometry of (IKn X C)* onto ( c< n)) *' and so P* Q is a linear isometry of ocn X C* onto 
(C(n))*. Thus~ is an extreme point of ball(C(n))* if and only if there exists an extreme 
point (a,'IJ) of ball(IKn x C*) such that E = P*Q(a.'IJ). Note that the set of all extreme 
points of ball][{ is 'II'. Also, it is known that the set of all extreme points of ball C* is 
{ cex : c E 'II', x E [0, 1]}, where ex is the evaluation functional at x: ex(g) = g(x) for g E C 
([8, Theorem V.8.4]). By Proposition 1.2.3, (a, 'IJ) is an extreme point of ball(IKn x C*) if 
and only if a E 'Jfn and 'IJ = cex, where c E 'II', x E [0, 1]. Hence ~ is an extreme point of 
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ball(C(n))* if and only ifthere exists (a, c, x) E 'll'n x '][' x [0, 1] such that~= P*Q(a, cex)· 
Thus the conclusion follows from 

(P*Q(a, cex))(f) = (Q(a, cex))(P f)= (Q(a, cex))((f(O), f'(O), ... , j(n- 1)(0)), j(nl) 
n-1 n-1 

= I:>kf(k)(O) + (cex)(f(n)) = L akf·(k)(O) + cf(n)(x) = A(a,c,x)(f) 
k=O k=O 

for all f E C(n). 0 

Let us start the proof of the "only if" part on C(n) of Theorem 1.2.1. For this purpose, 
let T be a surjective linear isometry on C(n). We complete the proof combining several 
lemmas. 

Lemma 1.2.7. For any (a,c,x) E 'll'n x '][' x [0,1], there exists a unique (b,d,y) E 'll'nx 
'li' x [0, 1] such that 

T* A(a,c,x) = A(b,d,y)· 

Proof. Let (a,c,x) E 'll'n x ']['X [0,1]. By Lemma 1.2.6, A(a,c,x) is an extreme point of 

ball( C(n) )*. Since T* is a surjective linear isometry on ( C(n) )*, T* A(a,c,x) is an extreme 

point of ball( c(n) )*. By Lemma 1.2.6, there exists (b, d, y) E ']['n X '][' X [0, 1] such that 

T* A(a,c,x) = A(b,d,y)· 
For the uniqueness of (b, d, y), suppose T* A(a,c,x) = A(b',d',y') for some (b', d', y') E 

'll'n x '][' x [0, 1], where b' = (b~, b~, ... , b~_ 1 ). Then A(b,d,y) = A(b',d',y') and so 

n-1 n-1 

L bkf(k)(O) + df(n)(y) = L b~fkl(o) + d' f(n)(y') (f E c(nl). (1.2) 

k=O k=O 

For each£= 0, 1, ... , n-1, we put f =/·in (1.2) to get be= b£. Hence b = b'. Substituting 
Ln and Ln+l for f in (1.2), we obtain d = d' andy= y', respectively. 0 

Definition 1.2.8. By Lemma 1.2.7, for each (a, x) E 'll'n x [0, 1], there exists a unique 
(b, d, y) E 'll'n x '][' x [0, 1] such that 

T* A(a,l,x) = A(b,d,y)· 

Since b = (bo, ... , bn-d, dandy depend on (a, x), we write 

bk=uk(a,x) (k=0,1, ... ,n-1), d=v(a,x) and y='l/;(a,x). 

Thus Uk and v are unimodular functions on 'll'n x [0, 1] and '!/; is a mapping of ']['n x [0, 1] 
into [0, 1]. 

Moreover, for any f E C(n), we have 

A(a,1,x)(T f) = (T* A(a,1,x))(f) = A(b,d,y) (f) = A((-uo(a,x), ... ,·un-da,x)),v(a,x),·I/J(a,x)) (f), 

and so 

n-1 n-1 

L ak(Tf)(k)(O) + (Tf)(n)(x) = L ue(a, x)JCRl(o) + v(a, x)f(n)('l/;(a, x)). (1.3) 
k=O 1!=0 
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For each m = 0, L ... , n- 1, we put f = im in (1.3) to get 

n-1 

L a.k('Pirn)(k)(O) + (Tim)(n)(x) = m!um(a, x). (1.4) 
k=O 

Also, we substitute in and in+l for f in (1.3) to get 

n-1 

L ak(Tin)(k)(O) + (Tin)(n)(x) = n!v(a, x), (1.5) 
k=O 

n-1 

L ak(Tin+1 )(k)(O) + (Tin+l)(n)(x) = (n + 1)!v(a,x)'lj;(a, x). (1.6) 
k=O 

Here we note that the equations (1.3)-(1.6) hold for all (a, x) E 1rn x [0, 1]. 

Lemma 1.2.9. Fork= 0, 1, ... , n- 1, Uk and v are unimodular continuous functions on 
1rn x [0,1]. Also, '1/J is a continuous mapping of'li'n x [0,1] onto [0,1]. 

Proof. Note that the left hand sides of the equations (1.4), (1.5) and (1.6) are continuous 
in (a, x) E 1rn x [0, 1]. The first two equations show that uk and v are continuous. Since 
v is unimodular, (1.6) implies that 'ljJ is also continuous. 

To see that 'lj;: 1rn x [0, 1] --7 [0, 1] is surjective, picky E [0, 1]. Since T* is a surjective 
linear isometry on (C(n))*, Lemma 1.2.6 guarantees the existence of (a, c, x) E 1I'nx'lfx[O, 1] 
such that T*A(a,c,x) = A(l,l,y)· Then we have 

n-1 

(T*Acca,l,x))(f) = A(ea,l,x)(Tf) = 'I:cak(Tf)(k)(O) + (Tf)(n)(x) 
k=O 

~ C (~ a,(T!)i'i(O) + c(T!)I•l(x)) ~ cA(a,o,x)(Tf) 

= c(T* A(a,c,x))(f) = cA(1.1,y)(f) = c (~ f(k)(O) + f(n)(y)) 
k=O 

n-1 

= I:cf(k)(O) + cf(n)(y) = Aca,c,y)(f) 
k=O 

for f E c(n). By the definition of 'lj;, we get 'lj;(ca, X) = y. Hence 'lj; is surjective. D 

Lemma 1.2.10. For any fixed x E [0, 1], '1j;(1I'n x {x}) is a singleton. 

We prove this lemma for two cases K = lR and K =C. 

Proofin case ofK=JR. Fix a1, ... ,an-1 E 1I' = {1,-1}. For each t E {1,-1}, we write 
at= (t, a1, ... , an-d· By Lemma 1.2.9, uk(at, x) and t 1(at, x) are continuous functions in 
x E [0, 1] and take values within {1, -1}. Since the interval [0, 1] is connected, they are 
constant functions. Thus we can write 

uk(nt,x) = O:t,k and v(at,X) = f3t (x E [0, 1]), 
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where O'.t,k and f3t are 1 or -1. Next, fortE {1,-1}, define 1/Jt(x) = 1/J(at,X) for all 
x E (0, 1]. Putting a= at in (1.3), we have 

n-1 n-1 

t(Tf)(O) + L ak(Tf)(k)(O) + (Tf)(n)(x) = L O:t,d(£)(0) + (3tf(n)('l/Jt(x)) (1.7) 
k=1 l=O 

for all X E (0, 1] and f E C(n). 
Here we check that 1/Jt is continuous and injective. By Lemma 1.2.9, 1/Jt is continuous. 

To see that 1/J1 is injective, choose foE C(n) so that Tfo = ~n+lj(n + 1)! because Tis 
surjective. Putting f = fo in (1.7), we have 

n-1 
"' (f) (n) x = ~ O:t,do (0) + (3tf0 (1/Jt(x)). 
£=0 

Since the left hand side is injective in x E [0, 1], 1/Jt must be injective. 
Now the difference of ( 1. 7) with t = 1 and ( 1. 7) with t = -1 is 

n-1 

2(Tf)(O) = L(a.l,£- a._v)f(f)(O) + (31f(n)('l/J1(x))- (3_1f(n)('lj;_1(x)) 
l=O 

for all X E (0, 1] and f E C(n). If"(= -(3r/f3-1, then the above equation implies that 
"YU(n) o 1/J1) + (f(n) o 1/J-1) is constant on [0, 1] for all f E C(n). In other words, "f(g o 'l/Jl) + 
(go 1/J_l) is constant for all g E C. Hence Proposition 1.2.4 gives 1/J1 = 1jJ_ 1 , that is, 

1/J(1, ar, ... , an-1, x) = 1/J( -1, a1, ... , an-1, x) (x E [0, 1]). 

If we fix x E [0, 1], then the set 1/J('ll' x {ad x · · · x { an-1} x { x}) is a singleton. 
By a similar argument, we can show the following assertion for each f! = 1, ... , n- 1: 

For fixed ao, ... , ae-1, al+1· ... , an-1 E 'li' and x E [0, 1], the set 

1/J({ao} x · · · x {at-d x 'li' x {ae+l} x · · · x {an-d x {x}) 

is a singleton. Thus we conclude that 1/J('ll'n x { x}) is a singleton. 0 

Proof in case of JK. =C. Fix a1, ... , an-1 E ']['and x E [0. 1]. Then the set 

'][' x {ad X··· X {an-d x {x} 

is connected and compact. Since 1/J is continuous, 1/J('ll' x { ar} x · · · x {an-d x { x}) is 
connected and compact in [0,1]. Hence we can write 1/J('ll' x {a1} x · · · x {an-d x {x}) = 
[s. t], where s, t E [0, 1] and s ::::; t. To show that s = t, assume the converse; s < t. 
Then we easily find three distinct points p, q, r E [s, t] and a function fo E C(n) such 

that fo(O) = f6(0) = · · · = fdn- 1)(0) = fdn)(p) = fdn)(q) = 0 and fdn)(r) = 1. Since 
p,q,r E 1/J('ll' x {ar} x ··· x {an-d x {x}), there exist three distinct points b,c,d E '][' 
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such that 'ljJ(b, a1, ... , an-1, x) = p, '1/J(c, a1, ... , an-1, x) = q and '1/J(d, a1, ... , an-1, x) = r. 
Putting f = fo and ao = b, c, din (1.3), we have 

n-1 

b(Tfo)(O) + l:ak(Tfo)(k)(O) + (Tfo/n)(x) = 0, (1.8) 
k=1 
n-1 

c(Tfo)(O) + Lak(Tfo)(k)(O) + (Tfo)(n)(x) = 0, (1.9) 
k=1 
n-1 

d(Tfo)(O) +I: ak(Tfo)(k)(O) + (Tfo)(n)(x) = v(d, a1, ... , an-1, x). (1.10) 
k=l 

By (1.8) and (1.9), we have (Tfo)(O) = 0 and :L~:i ak(Tfo)(k)(O) + (Tfo)(nl(x) = 0, 
because b =/=c. Hence (1.10) becomes 0 = v(d,a1 ... ,an-1,x), which is a contradiction 
because v is unimodular. Thus we obtain s = t, and '1/;('f x { al} x · · · x {an-d x { x}) is 
a singleton { s}. 

Repeat the above argument as in the last paragraph of Proof in case of lK = R Then 
we conclude that '1/J('fT' x {x}) is a singleton. D 

Definition 1.2.11. By Lemma 1.2.10, '1/J(a, x) does not depend on a E 'Fn. Hence we can 
write 

'1/J(a, x) = cp(x) ((a, x) E 'Fn x [0, 1]). 

Since 'ljJ is a continuous mapping of 'Fn x [0, 1] onto [0, 1], 'fJ is a continuous mapping of 
[0, 1] onto [0, 1]. 

Moreover, for any (a, x) E 'Fn x [0, 1] and f E C(n), (1.3) becomes 

n-1 n-1 

I: ak(Tf)(k)(O) + (Tf)(n)(x) = L ue(a,x)jU!l(o) + v(a, x)f(n)(cp(x)). 
k=O f=O 

Using (1.4) and (1.5), we remove ue and v as follows: 

n-1 

Lak(Tf)(kl(o) + (Tf)(nl(x) 
k=O 

~ ~ ~ (~ a,(Tt')I'I(O) + (Tt')i"l(x)) JI'I(O) 

+ ~! (~ a,(Tt")i'I(O) + (Tt"/"l(x)) Ji"I('P(x)) 

n-1 (n-1 ( f)(k)( ) (T n)(k)( ) ) =t;ak ~ T~ 1!! 0 j(e)(O)+ ~ n! 0 j(nl(cp(x)) 

n-1 (T f)(n)( ) (T n)(n)( ) 
+ L ~ e! X f(f)(O) + ~ n! X f(n>(:.p(x)). 

£=0 
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Since this holds for all a = ( ao, a1, ... , an-d E 'll'n, it follows that 

(Tf)(k)(O) =I: (TLe)~k)(O) f(£)(0) + (Tin)(,k)(O) f(n)(cp(x)), (1.11) 
£=0 £. n. 

n-1 (T e)(n)( ) (T n)(n)( ) 
(Tf)(n)(x) = L L £! X f(£)(0) + L n! X f(n)(cp(x)). (1.12) 

f=O 

Lemma 1.2.12. For each k = 0, 1, ... , n- 1, (TLn)(k)(O) = 0 and 

n-1 (T e)(k)(O) 
(Tf)(k)(O) = L /, £! f(£)(0) (! E c(n)) (1.13) 

£=0 

Proof. Fix k = 0, 1, ... , n- 1. Putting f = Ln+1 in (1.11), we have 

(TLn+l)(k)(O) = (TLn)(kl(o) (n + 1)cp(x) (x E [0, 1]). 

Note that the left hand side is constant while cp maps [0, 1] onto [0, 1]. We must have 
(TLn)(k)(O) = 0. Substituting this into (1.11), we obtain (1.13). D 

Definition 1.2.13. Define 

w(x) = (TLn)(~l(x) (x E [0, 1]). 
n. 

Clearly, w is a continuous function on [0, 1]. Moreover, for f E C(n), (1.12) becomes 

n-1 (T e)(n)( ) 
(Tf)(n)(x) = L L £! x f(e)(O) + w(x)f(n)(cp(x)) (x E [0, 1]). (1.14) 

f=O 

Lemma 1.2.14. w is a unimodular continuous function on [0, 1]. 

Proof. By Lemma 1.2.12 and Equation (1.5), we have 

n-1 
I(TLn)(n)(x)l = L(TLn)(k)(O) + (TLn)(n)(x) = ln!v(1,x)l = n! 

k=O 

for all x E [0, 1]. Hence lw(x)l = 1 for x E [0, 1]. 0 

Lemma 1.2.15. For each k E {0.1, ... , n -1}, there exist a unique mE {0, 1, ... , n -1} 
and a unique a E C such that TLm = mk and lal = m!/k!. 

Proof. Fix k E {0, 1, ... , n- 1 }. If (Tt.e)(k) (0) = 0 for all£ E {0, 1, ... , n- 1 }, then (1.13) 
shows that (T j)(k) (0) = 0 for all f E C(n), which is a contradiction if we choose f so that 
T f = Lk because T is surjective. Therefore there exists m E {0, 1, ... , n - 1} such that 
(TLm)(k)(O) =/:. 0. By (1.4), we have 

n-1 
m! = lm!um(a, x)l = L ae(TLrn)(f)(O) + (TLrn)(n)(x) 

f=O 
n-1 

~ L I(TLm)(£)(0)1 + I(TLm)(n)(x)l ~ IITLmlla = IILmlla = m! 
1'=0 
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for all (a, x) E ']['n x [0, 1]. Since the equality holds in the first inequality for all a = 

(ao, a1, ... , an-1) E ']['n and since (Trm)(k)(O) i= 0, we must have (Trm)(t')(O) = 0 for all 
£ E {0,1, ... ,n- l} \ {k} and (Ttm)(n)(x) = 0 for all x E [0,1]. Moreover, we have 
\(Ttm)(k)(O)I = m!. Put a= (Ttm)(k)(O)/k!. Then Jal = m.!jk! and 

n-
1 (Ttmj(Rl(O) (Ttm)(k)(O) 

(Ttm)(x) = L £! xe + (Ttm)(n)(x) = k! xk = mk(x) (x E [0.1]). 
£=0 

For the uniqueness, assume TLm' = a1Lk, where m' E {0,1, ... ,n -1}, a' E C and 
Ia'! = m!jk!. Then T(tm/a) = Lk = T(Lm' /a'). Since Tis injective, Lm fa= Lm' /a'. This 
yields a = a' and m = m'. 0 

Definition 1.2.16. With each k E {0, 1, ... , n- 1 }, we associate m E {0, l, ... , n- 1} 
and a E C such that TLm = mk and \a\ = m!/k!, as in Lemma 1.2.15. Since m and a 
depend on k, we write 

( ) 
m! 

m = T k and a = kl Ak. 

Then T is a mapping of {0, 1, ... , n- 1} into itself, and we have 

(k) T(k)l k 
TLr = T!AkL and \Ak\ = 1. (1.15) 

Lemma 1.2.17. {T(O),T(1), ... ,T(n-1)} is a permutation of{O,l, ... ,n-1}. 

Proof. Since T is a mapping of { 0, 1, ... , n - 1} into itself, it suffices to show that T is 
injective. Suppose that T(k) = T(k'), where k, k' E {0.1, ... ,n- 1}. Then 

T(k)! \ k _ T r(k) _ T r(k') _ T(k')!, 
1 

k' 
k! AkL - L - L - k'! Ak L . 

This implies k = k'. Hence T is injective. 0 

Lemma 1.2.18. (Tf)(n)(x) = w(x)f(n)(:p(x)) for x E [0, 1] and f E C(n)[O, 1]. 

Proof. By Lemma 1.2.17, for any£ E {0, 1, ... , n- 1 }, there is k E {0, 1, ... , n- 1} such 
that T(k) = £. Then 

(Tti')(n)(x) = (TLr(k))(n)(x) = ( T~)! AkLk )(n(x) = T(k~i)..k (Lk)(n)(x) = 0 (x E [0, 1]), 

because k < n. Hence the desired equation follows from (1.14). 

Lemma 1.2.19. :p is a homeomorphism of [0, 1] onto itself. 

0 

Proof. Since :p is a continuous mapping of [0, 1] onto itself, it suffices to show that :p is 
injective. Choose fo E c(n) so that Tfo = Ln+1 /(n + 1)! because Tis surjective. Using 
Lemmas 1.2.14 and 1.2.18, we have 

lfcin)(:p(x))l = lw(x)fcin)(:p(x))l = \(Tfo)(n)(x)l = \L(x)l = Jxl = x (x E [0, 1]). 

Hence, if :p(x') = :p(x"), then x' = \fcin\ip(x'))l = lfcin)(:p(x"))\ = x". Therefore :p is 
injective. 0 
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Lemma 1.2.20. T has the form (1.1). 

Proof. Let f E cCnJ. By Lemma 1.2.17, (1.13) is rewritten as 

n-1 ( r(l'))(k)( ) n-1 ( (£)I )(k) 
(Tf)(kl(o) ="' Tr 0 f(r(l'))(O) = "'_1_ =----.:.A/ (0) f(r(l'))(O) 

~ r(£)! ~ r(£)! £! e 
l'=O l'=O 

n-1 A ( e)(k)(O) 
= ~ f ~ £! f(r(£))(0) = Akf(r(k))(O) 

f=O 

for k = 0, 1, ... , n- l. This equation and Lemma 1.2.18 yield 

n-1 ( )(k)( ) 
(Tf)(x) = ~ Tf k! 0 xk + ( sn(Tf)(n)) (x) 

k=O 
n-1 A f(r(k)) (0) 

= ~ k k! xk + (sn(w(f(n) o cp))) (x) 
k=O 

(x E [0, 1]). 

0 

Noting Lemmas 1.2.14, 1.2.17, 1.2.19, 1.2.20 and Equation (1.15), we establish the 
"only if" part on (C(nl[o, 1], II·II(T) of Theorem 1.2.1. 

1.2.4 Proof of Theorem 1.2.1; the "only if" part on (cCn)[O, 1], II· lim) 
In this section, we deal with the space (C(n)[O, 1], II ·lim)- We first see that the space 

(C(nl[o, 1], ll·llm) is linearly isometric to C(X) for some compact Hausdorff space X. 

Definition 1.2.21. We put X1 = [0, 1] U {po,P1, ... ,Pn-d, where po,P1, ... ,Pn-1 are 
distinct points in lR \ [0, 1]. For each f E cCn)[O, 1], we define a continuous function 1 on 
x1 by 

i( )={fCkl(o) ify=pk (k=0,1, ... ,n-l), 
Y f(n)(y) if y E [0, 1]. 

Lemma 1.2.22. The mapping p1 : f f--t 1 is a linear isometry of ( c(n) [0, 1], II . lim) onto 

C(X1). 

Proof. It is clear that P1 is linear. For any f E cCnl[O, 1], we have 

llfllm = max{lf(O)I, lf'(O)I, · · ·, lf(n-1)(0)1, llf(n)lloo} 

= max{li(po)l, li(pl)l, · · ·, li(Pn-dl, 111lloo} 

= sup{li(y)l : y E Xl}. 

Hence P1 is an isometry of (C(nl[O, 1], II· lim) into C(X1). 
To see that P1 is surjective, pick g E C(X1) arbitrarily. We define f E cCnJ [0, 1] as 
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Using the formulae (Sh)(O) = 0 and (Sh)' = h for all hE C([O, 1]), we have the following 
equations: 

f(O) = g(po), J'(O) = g(pl), ... , f(n- 1)(0) = g(Pn-1), f(nl(x) = g(x) (x E [0, 1]). 

Hence P1 f = f = g. Thus P1 is surjective. 0 

Proof of the "only if" part on (C(nl[O, 1], \\·1\m) of Theorem 1.2.1. LetT be a surjective 
linear isometry on (C(nl[o, 1], Jl · Jim)· We associate a linear operator T on C(X1) such 
as T = P1TP1-

1, where P1 is the isometry from (C(nl[o, 1], \\ · \\m) onto C(Xl) in Lemma 
1.2.22. Then Tis a surjective linear isometry on C(Xl). By the Banach-Stone theorem, 
there exist a homeomorphism p of x1 onto x1 and a unimodular continuous function u 
on X 1 such that 

(Th)(y) = u(y)h(p(y)) (y E X1) 

for all hE C(X1). Then the restriction 'P of p to [0, 1) becomes a homeomorphism of [0, 1) 
onto [0, 1], and p( {po,P1, ... ,Pn-d) = {po,P1, ... ,Pn-d· For each k = 0, 1, ... , n- 1, let 
7(k) be the index R. such that p(pk) = Pt· Then {7(0), 7(1), ... , 7(n -1)} is a permutation 
of {0, 1, ... , n- 1}. Let w be the restriction of u to [0, 1). Then w is a unimodular 
continuous function on [0, 1). For each k = 0, 1, ... , n- 1, put Ak = u(pk)· Then each Ak 
is a unimodular constant. 

To show (1.1), let f E c(nl[0.1]. Noting that Tf = PlTf = TPlf = Tf, we have 

(Tf)(k)(O) = Tf(Pk) = (Tf)(pk) = u(pk)J(p(pk)) = >..kj(Pr(k)) = Akf(r(k))(O), 

(Tf)(nl(x) = Tf(x) = (Tf)(x) = u(x)J(p(x)) = w(x)J(~.p(x)) = w(x).f(n)('P(x)), 

for k = 0, 1, ... , n- 1 and x E [0.1). Therefore, we have 

n-1 (T.f)(kl(o) 
(T.f)(x) = L kl xk + (sn(T.f)(n)) (x) 

k=O 
n-1 A J(r(k)) (0) 

= L k k! xk + (sn(w(.f(n) o 'P))) (x) 
k=O 

(x E [0, 1]). 

1.2.5 Proof of Theorem 1.2.2 

We now turn our attention to Theorem 1.2.2. 

0 

Proof of Theorem 1.2.2. Suppose that Tis a finite codimensionallinear isometry on the 
space ( C(n) [0. 1], \\ · \\m). Let X 1 and P1 be as in Definition 1.2.21 and Lemma 1.2.22, 
respectively. Define a linear operator T as T = P1T P1-

1
. Then Tis a finite codimensional 

linear isometry on C (X 1). To complete the proof, it suffices to show that T is surjective. 
For this purpose, we will appeal to Theorem A. Suppose that '1/J is a continuous mapping 

of X 1 onto itself which is not injective. Since '1/J is continuous and surjective, we see that 
'lj;([O, 1]) = [0, 1]. Since 'lj; is not injective, there are xo, Yo E [0, 1) such that xo < Yo and 
'lj;(xo) = 'lj;(yo). Using the intermediate value theorem, we can find infinitely many pairs 
(xi, Yi) of points in the interval [xo, Yo] such that Xi =f. Yi and 'lj;(xi) = 'lj;(yi)· Hence the 
set {(x,y) E x1 X x1: Xi- y,'lj;(x) = 'lj;(y)} is infinite. Thus Theorem A shows that Tis 
surjective. 0 
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1.3 The space of Lipschitz continuous functions 

We denote by Lip[O, 1] the linear space of all IK-valued Lipschitz continuous functions on 
[0, 1]. For each f E Lip[O, 1], f has the derivative f'(x) for almost all x E [0, 1]. Then 
the set {!' : f E Lip[O, 1]} coincides with L00 [0, 1]; the Banach algebra of all IK-valued 
essentially bounded functions on [0, 1] with the essential supremum norm II· IlL'""· There 
exist several norms which make Lip[O, 1] a Banach space; for example, 

llfll}:; = llflloo + llf'IIL=, 

II filM = max{llflloo, llf'IIL= }, 

llfll,. = lf(O)I + llf'IIL=, 

II film = max{lf(O)I, llf'IIL= }, 

(f E Lip[O, 1]). 

These norms are equivalent. In particular, (Lip[O, 1], II·III;) is a unital semisimple commu
tative Banach algebra. 

From [19, 20, ·39], we know that every surjective linear isometry Ton (Lip[O, 1], II· III;) 
or (Lip[O, 1], II· liM) has the canonical form; T f = w(f o cp). In this paper, we characterize 
the surjective linear isometries on (Lip[O, 1], 11·11,.) and (Lip[O, 1], 11-llrn), as follows: 

Theorem 1.3.1. LetT be a linear operator on (Lip[O, 1], 11·11,.) or (Lip[O, 1], 11-llm)- Then 
T is a surjective isometry if and only if there exist an algebra automorphism <I> of L 00 

[ 0, 1], 
a unimodular function wE L00 [0, 1] and a unimodular constant>. such that 

(Tf)(x) = >.f(O) +fox w(t)(<I>.f')(t) dt 

for all x E [0, 1] and f E Lip[0.1]. 

(1.16) 

It is known that any algebra automorphism <I> of L00 [0, 1] has the form; <I>h = h o cp for 
all h E L00 [0, 1], where cp is a function in L00 [0, 1] such that cp(x) E [0, 1] a.e. x E [0, 1]. 
This fact is obtained by the way of the proof of [14, Theorem 1]. Indeed, cp is given by 
cp = <l>L. Nevertheless, we easily see that (1.16) is not of the canonical form. 

We also prove the following theorem: 

Theorem 1.3.2. If T is a finite codimensional linear isometry on (Lip[O, 1], II · lim), then 
T is surjective. 

We will prove Theorem 1.3.1 in Sections 1.3.2-1.3.4, Theorem 1.3.2 in Section 1.3.5. 

1.3.1 Preliminaries 

If we want to indicate the scalar field IK, we write L!K[O, 1] instead of L00 [0, 1]. Let 9Jt be 
the maximal ideal space of LC'[O, 1]. Then 9Jt is a compact Hausdorff space. We know 
that 9Jt is totally disconnected ([5, Theorem 1.3.4]). This means that every component 
of 9Jt consists of one point. We also know that 9Jt has no isolated points ([43, Exercise 
11.18]). It is easy to see that a totally disconnected compact Hausdorff space is extremally 
disconnected, that is, if U is open, so is the closure U. 
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We write Cnc(9Jt) or simply C(9J1) for the Banach algebra of all IK-valued continu
ous functions on 9J1 with the supremum norm II· ll!m· For any g E LC'[O, 1), g denotes the 
Gelfand representation of g. The Gelfand-Naimark theorem says that the Gelfand transfor
mation r: g H- gis an algebra *-isomorphism of LC'[O, 1) onto CIC(9J1) and II9IIL= = 119ll!m· 

Also r maps LR'[O, 1] onto CJR(9J1), and {F: f E Lip}= C(9J1). 

1.3.2 Proof of Theorem 1.3.1; the "if" part 

Proof of the "if" part of Theorem 1.3.1. Suppose T has the form (1.16). Put w = ftl>f- 1. 

Then W is an algebra automorphism of C(9J1). By [21, Theorem 3.4.3), W has the form 
W h = h o VJ for some homeomorphism if' of 9J1 onto itself. Hence W is a surjective linear 
isometry on C(9J1), and so ti> is a surjective isometry on L 00 [0, 1]. Also, for f E Lip[O, 1], 
we have (Tf)(O) = )..f(O) and (Tf)' = w(tl>f'). Therefore 

)JTfJJ,. = J(Tf)(O)J + JJ(Tf)'IIL= 

= J).f(O)J + l!w(tl> J')JJL= = lf(O)I +)It!> f'JIL= = lf(O)J + llf'JJL= = II flier· 

Similarly; IJT film = II film· Hence T is an isometry. 
Next we will see that Tis surjective. For any g E Lip[O, 1], we define f E Lip[O, 1] by 

f(x) = ~g(O) +fox (tl>- 1(wg'))(t) dt (x E [0, 1]). 

Then f(O) = ~g(O) and f' = tl>- 1 (wg'), and so (1.16) implies that 

(Tf)(x) = )..~g(O) +fox w(t)(tl>tl>-1 (wg'))(t) dt = g(O) +fox g'(t) dt = g(x) (x E [0, 1]). 

0 

1.3.3 Proof of Theorem 1.3.1; the "only if" part on (Lip[O, 1], II · llu) 

We divide the proof of the "only if" part into two subsections. We deal with only the space 
(Lip[O, 1], II·JI,.) in this subsection, and the space (Lip[O, 1], ll·llm) in the next subsection. 

For simplicity, we write Lip and L 00 for the Banach space (Lip[O, 1], II · llcr) and the 
Banach algebra (L00 [0, 1], II· IlL=), respectively. 

Definition 1.3.3. For each (a, c, m) E '][' x '][' x 9Jt, define a functional A(a,c,m) on Lip by 

A(a,c,m)(f) = af(O) + cF(m) (f E Lip). 

It is clear that A(a,c,m) E ball(Lip)*. 

Lemma 1.3.4. Let~ E (Lip)*. Then~ is an extreme point of ball(Lip)* if and only if 
there exists (a, c, m) E 1l' x 1l' x 9J1 such that~= A(a,c,m). 

Proof Suppose that the product spaces lK x L00 and lK x C(9J1)* have the norms 

Jl(b,g))l = lbl + II91JL= ((b,g) ElK X L 00
), 

Jl(a,ry)JJ = max{lal, 117711} ((a.ry) ElK x C(9J1)*), 
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respectively. Then the next operator Q is a linear isometry of lK x C(9Jt)* onto (IK x £C>0 )*: 

(Q(a, ry))(b.g) = ab + ry(g) ((a, ry) E JK x C(9Jt)*, (b, g) ElK x £ 00
). 

Define a linear isometry P of Lip onto lK x £ 00 by 

Pf = (f(O), f') (f E Lip). 

Then P*Q is a linear isometry of lK x C(9Jt)* onto (Lip)*. Hence ~ is an extreme point 
of ball(Lip)* if and only if there exists an extreme point (a,ry) of ball(IK x C(9Jt)*) such 
that ~ = P*Q(a, ry). By Proposition 1.2.3 and [8, Theorem V.8.4), (a, ry) is an extreme 
point of ball(IK x C(9Jt)*) if and only if a E T and there exist c E T and mE 9J1 such that 
17(9) = cem(g) = cg(m) for g E C(9Jt). Hence~ is an extreme point of ball(Lip)* if and 
only if there exists (a, c, m) E TxT x 9J1 such that~= P*Q(a, cern)· Thus the conclusion 
follows from 

P*(Q(a, cem))(f) = (Q(a, cem))(Pf) 

= (Q(a, cem))(f(O), f') = af(O) + cf'(m) = A(a,c,m)(f) 

for f E Lip. 0 

Let us start the proof of the "only if" part on Lip of Theorem 1.3.1. For this purpose, 
let T be a surjective linear isometry on Lip. We complete the proof combining several 
lemmas. 

Lemma 1.3.5. For any (a, c, m) E TxT x 9Jt, there exists a unique (b, d, n) E TxT x 9J1 
such that T* A(a,c,m) = A(b,d,n) · 

Proof. Let (a, c, m,) E TxT x 9Jt. Since T* is a surjective linear isometry on (Lip)*, Lemma 
1.3.4 shows the existence of (b, d, n) E TxT x 9J1 such that T* A(a,c,rn) = A(b,d,n)· 

For the uniqueness of (b, d, n), suppose T* A(a,c,m) = A(b',d',n') for some (b', d', n') E 
TxT x 9Jt. Then A(b,d,n) = A(b',d',n')• that is, 

bf(O) + df'(n) = b' f(O) + d'f'(n') (f E Lip). ( 1.17) 

Substituting 1 and~ for fin (1.17), we get b = b' and d = d', respectively. Hence (1.17) 
shows f'(n) = f'(n') for all f E Lip. In other words, h(n) = h(n') for all hE C(9Jt). This 
implies n = n'. 0 

Definition 1.3.6. By Lemma 1.3.5, for each (a, m) E T x 9Jt, there exists a unique 
(b, d, n) E TxT x 9J1 such that T* A(a,l,m) = A(b,d,n)· Since b, d and n depend on (a, m), 
we write 

b = u(a, m), d = v(a, m) and n = '!j;(a, m). 

Thus u and v are unimodular functions on T x 9J1 and '1/J is a mapping of T x 9J1 into 9Jt. 
Moreover, for any f E Lip, we have 

A(a,l,m)(Tf) = (T*A(a,l,m))(f) = A(b,d,n)(f) = A(u(a,m),v(a,rn);,P(a,m))(f), 

and so 
a(Tf)(O) + filf(m) = u(a, m)f(O) + v(a, m)f'('!j;(a, m)). (1.18) 
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Substituting 1 and L for f, we have -a(T1)(0) + (T1)'(m) = u(a, m), -a(TL)(O) + (Tt)'(m) = v(a, m). 

Here we note that the equations (1.18)-(1.20) hold for all (a, ·m) E 1!' x 9Jl. 

Lemma 1.3. 7. '1/J is a continuous mapping of 1!' x 9Jl onto 9Jl. 

(1.19) 

(1.20) 

Proof. By (1.19) and (1.20), we see that u and v are continuous on 1!' x 9Jl. Since v is 
unimodular, (1.18) implies that f' o '1/J is continuous on 1!' x 9Jl for all f E Lip. In other 
words, h o '1/J is continuous on 1!' x 9Jl for all h E C(9Jl). To see that '1/J : 1!' x 9Jl --+ 9Jl 
is continuous, pick (ao, mo) E 1!' x 9Jl, and let V be an open neighborhood of '1/J(ao, mo) 
in 9Jl. By Urysohn's lemma, there exists ho E C(9Jl) such that ho('lf;(ao, mo)) = 1 and 
ho(n) = 0 for all n E 9Jl \ V. Put U = {(a,m) E 1!' x 9Jl: l(ho o '1/J)(a,m)l > 0}. Since 
ho o 'ljJ is continuous, U is an open neighborhood of (ao, mo). Moreover we can easily see 
that 'lj;(U) C V. Thus 'ljJ is continuous. 

To see that '1/J is surjective, let n E 9Jl. Since T* is a surjective linear isometry on 
(Lip)*, Lemma 1.3.4 gives (a,c,m) E 1!' x 1!' x 9Jl such that T*A(a,c,rn) = A(l,l,n)· Then 

(T* A(ca,l,m))(f) = A(ca,l,m)(T f) = ca(T f)(O) + fiJY(m) 

= c(a(Tf)(O) + cfi}Y(m)) = cA(a,c,rn)(Tf) = c(T* A(a,c,rnJ)(f) 

= cA(u,nJU) = c(f(O) + f'(n)) = cf(O) + cf'(n) = Acc,c.n)U) 

for f E Lip. By the definition of 'lj;, '1/J(ca, m) = n. Hence 'ljJ is surjective. 

Lemma 1.3.8. For any fixed m E 9Jl, 'lj;('ll' x { m}) is a singleton. 

D 

Proof in case of][{= R FortE 1!' = {1. -1}, put '1/Jt(m) = 'lj;(t, m) for all mE 9Jl. The 
difference of (1.19) with a= 1 and (1.19) with a= -1 is 2(T1)(0) = u(1, m)- u( -1, m). 
While the difference of (1.18) with a= 1 and (1.18) with a= -1 becomes 

2(Tf)(O) = (u(1,m)- u(-1,m))f(O) 

+ v(1, m)f'('l/J(1, m))- v( -1, m)f'(¢( -1, m)) (1.21) 

= 2(T1)(0)f(O) + v(1,m)f'(¢I(m))- v(-1,m)f'('I/J-l(m)) 

for m E 9Jl and f E Lip. 
Assume that '1/JI(mo) # '1/J-l(mo) for some moE 9Jl. Then we find disjoint open sets 

V1 and V_l in 9Jl such that '1/JI(mo) E V1 and '1/J-l(mo) E V-1· Since 9Jl has no isolated 
points, there exists n1 E V1 \ {1/Jl(mo)}. Since 'lj;: 1!' x 9Jl--+ 9Jl is surjective, there exists 
(t1, m1) E 1!' x 9Jl such that '1/J(h, m1) = n1. Then we have 'l/Jt1 (ml) # 'I/J1 (mo) because 
n1 # '1/Jl(mo). We also have 'l/Jt 1 (ml) # 'lj;_l(mo) because n1 t/:- V-1· 

Here we consider the case when 'I/J-t 1 (m1) # '1/J-l(mo). In this case, we can choose 

foE Lip so that fo(¢-l(mo)) = 1 and fo('lf;l(mo)) = fo('I/Jt 1 (mi)) = fo('I/J-dml)) = 0, 

~ecause of {f': f E Lip}= C(9Jl) and Urysohn's lemma. Then we have fo(¢l(ml)) = 
f~('I/J-I(ml)) = 0. Therefore, if we put f = fo and m = mo, m1 in (1.21), then we get 

2(Tfo)(O) = 2(T1)(0)f(O)- v( -1, mo) and 2(Tfo)(O) = 2(T1)(0)f(O). 
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Hence v( -1, mo) = 0. This is a contradiction because vis unimodular. 
On the other hand, if 7/J-t1 (ml) = 7/J-l(mo), then we can choose fo E Lip so that 

f6('th(mo)) = 1 and J6(7fJ-l(mo)) = J6(7/Jt1 (ml)) = f'('l/J-t 1 (m1)) = 0. A similar argument 
shows that v(1, mo) = 0, a contradiction. 

In any case, we reach a contradiction. Hence 'l/J1(m) = '1/J-l(m), that is, '1/J(1, m) = 
'lj; ( -1, m) for all m E 9J1. If we fix m E 9J1, then the set 'lj; ('JI' x { m}) is a singleton. 0 

Proof in case of lK = <C. Fix m E 9J1. Then '][' x { m} is connected. Since 'ljJ is continuous, 
'lj;('JI' x { m}) is connected in 9J1. Since 9J1 is tota1ly disconnected, 'lj;('JI' x { m}) is a singleton. 

0 

Definition 1.3.9. By Lemma 1.3.8, 'lj;(a, m) does not depend on a E 'JI'. Hence we can 
write 

7/J(a, m) = cp(m) ((a, m) E 1I' x 9J1). 

Since 'lj; is a continuous mapping of '][' x 9J1 onto 9J1, cp is a continuous mapping of 9J1 onto 
itself. 

Moreover, for any (a, m) E '][' x 9J1 and f E Lip, (1.18) is written as 

a(Tf)(O) + fTfY(m) = u(a, m)f(O) + v(a, m)f'(cp(m)). 

Use (1.19) and (1.20) to delete u and v in the equation above. The result is 

----a(Tf)(O) + (Tf)'(m) 

=a (CT1)(0)f(O) + (Ti)(o)f'(cp(m))) + ((TI)'(m)f(O) + (T0t(m)f'(cp(m))). 

Since this holds for all a E '][', it follows that 

(Tf)(O) = (T1)(0)f(O) + (Tt)(O)f'(cp(m)), 

fii)i(m) = (Ti)t(m)f(O) + (T0t(m)f'(cp(m)). 

Definition 1.3.10. Define a constant A and a function w E £ 00 by 

A= (T1)(0) and w = (Tt)'. 

Lemma 1.3.11. (a) w(m) = v(1, m) for all mE 9J1. 
(b) (Tf)(O) = .Af(O) for all f E Lip. 

( 1.22) 

(1.23) 

Proof. Equation (1.22) says that (Ti)(O)(f' ocp) is constant on 9J1 for all f E Lip. In other 
words, (Ti)(O)(h o cp) is constant for all hE C(9J1). Since cp is surjective, we must have 
(T~.-)(0) = 0. Thus (a) and (b) follow from (1.20) and (1.22), respectively. 0 

Lemma 1.3.12. w is unimodular. 

Proof. By Lemma 1.3.11(a), IW(m)l = lv(1, m)l = 1 for all mE 9J1. This implies that w&J 
is a unit of C(9J1). Since the transformation r : g f-t g is a *-isomorphism of £ 00 onto 
C(9J1), ww is a unit of £ 00

. Hence we conclude that w is unimodular. 0 
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Lemma 1.3.13. (a) /.AI= 1. 

(b) 7!il?(m) = w(m)f'(:.p(m)) for all mE 9J1 and f E Lip. 

Proof. We first note that A =f. 0. Indeed, if .A= 0, Lemma 1.3.11(b) yields (Tf)(O) = 0 for 
all f E Lip, which is a contradiction because T is surjective. Now, we use (1.19) to get 

--- --- ---1 = /u(a, m)l = la(T1)(0) + (T1)'(m)l = Ia>. + (T1)'(m)l :::; I.AI + I(T1)'(m)l 

:S I.AI + 1/(Ti)'ll!m = I(T1)(0)I + I/(T1)'/IL00 = /IT1/Ia = ll1llcr = 1 

for all (a, m) E 1' x 9Jl. Note that the equality holds in the first inequality for all a E 1'. ----Since A =f. 0, we must have /.A/= 1 and (T1)'(m) = 0. Hence (1.23) becomes (b). 0 

Lemma 1.3.14. cp is a homeomorphism of 9J1 onto itself. 

Proof. Since cp is a continuous mapping of a compact Hausdorff space onto itself, it suffices 
to show that cp is injective. Assume m'-=/= m" and :.p(m') = cp(m"). Then we can choose 

hE Lip such that fl(m') = 1 and fl(m") = 0, because of {f': f E Lip}= C(9Jl) and 
Urysohn's lemma. Since T is surjective, there exists fo E Lip such that T fo = h. By 
Lemmas 1.3.12 and 1.3.13(b), we have 

......... - ---- ......... 

lfQ(:.p(m))l = lw(m)f6(:.p(m))l = I(T fo)'(m)l =Iff (m)l (mE 9Jl), 

and so 1 = lfl(m')l = l,n(cp(m'))l = l.fb(:.p(m"))l = lfl(m")l = 0, a contradiction. There
fore cp is injective. 0 

Definition 1.3.15. For each hE C(9Jl), we define a function iJ!h on 9Jl by 

(iJ!h)(m) = h(cp(m)) (mE 9Jl). 

Since cp is a homeomorphism of 9J1 onto itself, iJ! is an algebra automorphism of C(9Jl). 
Put <I> = r- 1 wr. Since the Gelfand transformation r is an algebra isomorphism of £ 00 

onto C(9Jl), <I> is an algebra automorphism of L 00
. 

Lemma 1.3.16. T has the form (1.16). 

Proof. Let f E Lip. By Lemma 1.3.13(b), we have 

fiif(m) = w(m)f'(:.p(m)) = w(m)(wf')(m) = w(m)(iJ!rf')(m) 

= w(m)(r<I> f')(m) = w(m)$f'(m) = w ~')(m) 

Hence (Tf)' = w · (ii>f'). Together with Lemma 1.3.ll(b), we obtain 

(mE 9Jl). 

(Tf)(x) = (Tf)(O) +fox (Tf)'(t) dt = .Af(O) +fox w(t)(ii>f')(t) dt (x E [0, 1]). 

0 

Noting Lemmas 1.3.12, 1.3.13(a), 1.3.16 and Definition 1.3.15, we establish the "only 
if" part on (Lip[O, 1], II· llcr) of Theorem 1.3.1. 
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1.3.4 Proof of Theorem 1.3.1; the "only if" part on (Lip[O, 1], II · lim) 
In this subsection, we deal with the space (Lip[O, 1], ll·llm)· We first see that the space 

(Lip[0.1], II· lim) is linearly isometric to C(X) for some compact Hausdorff space X. 

Definition 1.3.17. Put X2 = 9J1U {p}, where pis another point. We assume that X2 
is equipped with the topology consisting of all open sets of 9J1 and all sets of the form 
(9J1 \ K) U {p} where K is a compact subset of 9J1. Clearly X2 is a compact Hausdorff 
space. For each f E Lip[O, 1], we define a continuous function 1 on X2 by 

J(y) = {~(0) if y = p, 
f'(y) if y E 9J1. 

Lemma 1.3.18. The mapping P2 : f f-t 1 is a linear isometry of (Lip[O, 1], II · lim) onto 
C(X2). 

Proof. For each f E Lip[O, 1], we have 

llfllm = max{if(O)I, llf'llu"'} = max{jf(O)I, llf'll!m} 

= max{jJ(p)J, llflhm} = sup{jJ(y)l : Y E X2}. 

Hence P2 is an isometry. 
To see that P2 is surjective, pick g E C(X2) arbitrarily. Then there exists hE L00 [0, 1] 

such that h = g/!:m; the restriction on 9J1. We define f E Lip[O, 1] by 

f(x) = g(p) +.fox h(t) dt (x E [0, 1]). 

Then J(p) = f(O) = g(p). ~lso, we have f' = h a.e., and so J(m) = f'(m) = h(m) = g(m) 
formE 9J1. Hence P2f = f =g. Thus P2 is surjective. 0 

Proof of the "only if" part on (Lip[O, 1], II· lim) of Theorem 1.3.1. Let T be a surjective 
linear isometry on (Lip[0.1], II · lim)· We associate a linear operator T on C(X2) such 
as T = P2TP2-

1
, where P2 is the linear isometry of (Lip[O, 1], ll·llm) onto C(X2) in Lemma 

1.3.18. Then Tis a surjective linear isometry on C(X2). By the Banach-Stone theorem, 
there exist a homeomorphism p of x2 onto x2 and a unimodular continuous function u 
on X 2 such that 

(Th)(y) = u(y)h(p(y)) (y E X2) 

for all h E C(X2). Then the restriction of p to 9J1 becomes a homeomorphism of 9J1 onto 
9J1 and p( {p}) = {p}. Therefore, p induces the surjective automorphism a; of C(9J1) in the 
following manner: 

(a;h)(m) = h(p(m)) (mE 9J1) 

for all h E C(9J1). Put ~ = r- 1a;r. Then ~ is a surjective automorphism of L00 [0, 1], 
and we have ~g = r~g = a;rg = a;:g for all g E L00 [0, 1]. On the other hand, since the 
restriction uj!JJl belongs to C(9J1), there exists w E L00 [0, 1] such that w = uj!JJl. Then 
~ = ww = uu = 1 on 9J1, it follows that ww = 1 a.e. on [0, 1]. Hence we may assume 
that w is unimodular. Moreover, we put >. = u(p). Of course, >.is a unimodular constant. 
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To show (1.16), let f E Lip[O, 1]. Since Tj = P2Tf = TP2f = Tf, we have 

(Tf)(O) = (Tf)(p) = (Tf)(p) = u(p)f(p(p)) = >..f(p) = >.j(O). 

Moreover, if mE 9J1, then --- - __.._,....., ......, --
(Tf)'(m) = (Tf)(m) = (Tf)(m) = u(m)j(p(m)) = w(m)f'(p(m)) 

= w(m)(~J')(m) = w(m)($J')(m) = w ~')(m). 

Hence ( T f)' = w · ( <P f'). Therefore, we have 

(Tf)(x) = (Tf)(O) +lax (Tf)'(t) dt = >.j(O) +lax w(t)(<Pf')(t) dt (x E [0, 1]). 
0 

1.3.5 Proof of Theorem 1.3.2 

Recall from Section 1.3.1 that 9J1 is a compact Hausdorff space which is extremally dis
connected and has no isolated points. We first investigate the property of such a space. 

Lemma 1.3.19. Suppose that a compact Hausdorff space X is extremally disconnected 
and has no isolated points. If 'ljJ is a continuous mapping of X onto itself which is not 
injective, then the set {(x,y) EX x X: x =f. y,'lj.;(x) = 'lj.;(y)} is infinite. 

Proof. Suppose that ¢ is a continuous mapping of X onto itself which is not injective. We 
define an equivalence relation x ,.__,yon X by 'lj.;(x) = 'lj.;(y). Consider the quotient space 
X/""', and denote by q the quotient mapping of X onto X/""'· Now, define a mapping 1r 
of X/,.__, to X by 1r(q(x)) = 'lj.;(x) for all x E 9J1. We easily see that X/""' is compact and 
1r is bijective and continuous. Hence 1r is a homeomorphism, and so X/ "' is extremally 
disconnected and has no isolated points. 

Let Y be the set of all points x EX such that 'lj.;(x) = 'lj.;(y) for some y EX\ {x}. To 
complete the proof, it suffices to show that Y is infinite. Assume, to reach a contradiction, 
that Y is finite. Pick two distinct points xo and Yo in Y so that 'lj.;(xo) = '1/J(yo). Since Y 
is finite, we find open sets U and V in X so that 

xoEU, y0 EV, UnY={x0 }, VnY={Yo} and UnV=0. 

Then we have 
{ q(xo)} = q(U) n q(V). (1.24) 

Let us verify that q(U) is open in X/""'· Since X has no isolated points, U \ {xo} = U. 
Since q is continuous and X is compact, we see that q(U \ {xo}) = q(U \ {xo}). Hence 
q( U \ { xo}) = q( U). Noting that U n Y = { xo}, we see that q-1 ( q( U \ { xo})) = U \ { xo}. 
This implies that q(U \ {x0 }) is open in X/ "'· Since X/ "' is extremally disconnected, 
q(U \ {xo}) is open. Namely, q(U) is open. Similarly, we can show that q(V) is open. 
Hence (1.24) implies that q(xo) is an isolated point in X/"'· This is a contradiction and 
the proof is completed. 0 

This lemma can be extended as follows: 
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Lemma 1.3.20. Suppose that a compact Hausdorff space X is extremally disconnected 
and has at most finitely many isolated points. If 'lj; is a continuous mapping of X onto 
itself which is not injective, then the set {( x, y) E X x X : x # y, 1/J ( x) = 1/J (y)} is infinite. 

Proof. Let 1/J be a continuous mapping 1/J of X onto itself which is not injective. If X 
has no isolated points, the conclusion follows at once from Lemma 1.3.19. Suppose that 
there exists a isolated point in X, say Pl,P2, ... ,Pn· Put Xo = X\ {pl,P2, ... ,pn}· 
Then Xo has no isolated points and is a compact Hausdorff space. Since Xo is open 
in X, Xo is extremally disconnected. Since 1/J is continuous and surjective, we see that 
1/J({pl,P2, ... ,pn}) = {PI,P2, ... ,Pn}, and so 1/J(Xo) = Xo. Since 1/J is not injective on Xo, 
Lemma 1.3.19 implies that the set {(x, y) E Xo x Xo : x # y, 1/J(x) = 1/J(y)} is infinite. 
This implies the desired conclusion. 0 

Together with Theorem A, we obtain the following theorem: 

Theorem 1.3.21. Suppose that a compact Hausdorff space X is extremally disconnected 
and has at most finitely many isolated points. IJT is a finite codimensionallinear isometry 
on C(X), then T is surjective. 

Theorem 1.3.2 is a corollary to Theorem 1.3.21. 

Proof of Theorem 1.3.2. Let X2 be as in Definition 1.3.17. We can easily check that 
x2 = DJ1 u {p} is extremally disconnected and that p is the only isolated point in x2. 
Hence Theorem 1.3.21 implies that if Tis a finite codimensionallinear isometry on C(X2), 
then Tis surjective. Recall from Lemma 1.3.18 that '(Lip[O, 1], II· lim) is linearly isometric 
to C(X2). The conclusion follows immediately. 0 

Finally, we apply Theorem 1.3.21 to the L00-spaces. Let (n, Q), f.L) be a positive mea
sure space. We denote by L!if(r!, Q), f.L) or simply L00 (r!, Q), f.L) the Banach algebra of all 
equivalence classes of JK-valued essentially bounded j1-measurable functions on n, equipped 
with the essential supremum norm. 

Corollary 1.3.22. Let (n, Q), f.L) be a positive measure space. Suppose that f.L has at most 
finitely many atoms. If T is a finite codimensionallinear isometry on L 00 (r!, Q), f.L), then 
T is surjective. 

Proof. In the same way as Section 1.3.1, we consider the space L 00 (rl, Q),f.L). Since 
LC'(r!. Q), f.L) is a unital commutative C*-algebra, the Gelfand-Naimark theorem says that 
LC'(r!, Q), f.L) is isometrically *-isomorphic to Cc(D1lL= ), where DJLL= is the maximal ideal 
space of LC'(r!, Q), f.L). Thus we see that L00 (r!, Q), f.L) is linearly isometric to C(DJLL= ). 
Also, it is known that D1lL= is extremally disconnected ([5, Theorem 1.3.4]). 

Now, suppose that f.L has at most finitely many atoms. Then we easily see~that 9J1L= 
has an equal number of isolated points. Thus Theorem 1.3.21 implies that if T is a finite 
codimensional linear isometry on C(9JtL= ), then T is surjective. This fact leads to the 
corollary. 0 
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1.4 The Wiener algebra 

Let W denote the space of all complex-valued continuous functions on the unit circle '][' 
whose Fourier series is absolutely convergent. For each f E W, we denote by cn(f) the 
n-th Fourier coefficient. With respect to the norm 

00 

ll!llw = L len(f)l (fEW), 
n=-oo 

W is a unital semisimple commutative Banach algebra. The algebra W is sometimes called 
the Wiener algebra. We characterize the surjective linear isometries on W, as follows: 

Theorem 1.4.1. LetT be a linear operator on W. Then Tis a surjective isometry if and 
only if there exist a bijection 'P of .Z onto itself and a unimodular function w on .Z such 
that 

00 

(Tf)(z) = L w(n)c'P(n)(f) zn (1.25) 
n=-oo 

for all z E 1!' and fEW. 

Proof. Let £1(1.) denote the Banach space .of all doubly infinite sequences {xn}~=-oo of 
complex numbers satisfying 1/{xn}lh := L~=-oo /xn/ < oo. Define a mapping P of W into 
£1 (1.) by Pf = {cn(f)}~=-oo for all.f E W. Then it is easy to see that Pis a surjective 
linear isometry of W onto £1(1.) (cf. [22, Example 1.1.5]). Let T be a surjective linear 
isometry on W. We associate a linear operator f on £1 (1.) such as f = PTP-1 . Then 
f is a surjective linear isometry on £1 (1.). By the characterization of the surjective linear 
isometries on £1(1.) (cf. [4, Theorem 11.5.2]), there exist a bijection 'P of .Z onto itself and 
a unimodular function w on Z such that 

for all fEW. Hence we have 

00 00 

n=-oo n=-oo 

for all z E 1!' and f E W. 
Conversely, suppose that T has the form (1.25). Then we see that 

for all n E .Z and f E W. Hence we have 

00 

//Tf//w = 1/{cn(Tf)}lll = L /cn(Tf)/ 
n=-oo 

00 00 

= L /w(n)ccp(n)U)/ = L len(!)/= ll{cn(f)}lh = llfl/w. 
n=-oo n=-oo 
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and soT is an isometry. To see that Tis surjective, let g E W. We put 

(z E 1r). 

By (1.25), we have 

( )( ) ~ ( ) ( ") n ~ ( ) C'P-
1 (<p(n))(9) n ~ ( ) n ( ) 

Tf Z = nf;::oo W n C<p(n) j Z = nf;::oo W n w(tp-l(tp(n))) Z = nf;::oo Cn g Z = g Z 

for all z E 1r. Hence T f = g and this completes the proof. D 

The form (1.25) is not of the canonical form. Indeed, let w be the constant 1 and put 
tp(O) = 1, tp(l) = 2 and tp(2) = 0 and tp(n) = n for n i=- 0, 1, 2, 

The Banach-Stone theorem has been extended to function algebras by N agasawa [31] 
and deLeeuw, Rudin and Wermer [10], that is, every surjective linear isometries on a 
function algebra has the canonical form. However, Theorem 1.4.1 suggests to us that this 
result does not hold over unital semisimple commutative Banach algebras any longer. 

Finally, we note that W admits a finite codimensional linear isometry which is not 
surjective. 

Example 1.4.2. We define a linear operator Ton W by 

-1 00 

(Tf)(z) = l: en(!) zn + l:cn-l(f) zn ( z E 1r, f E W). 
n=-oo n=l 

Then we see that T is a linear isometry and the range of T has codimension 1. 
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Chapter 2 

Backward shifts on uniform 
algebras 

2.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we discuss a special linear isometry; a shift. We take up two types, 
isometric shift and backward shift. 

The shifts on Hilbert spaces have played an important role in branches of mathematics; 
for example, invariant subspaces, isometries, composition operators and so on. They are 
defined as follows: Let 1i be an infinite-dimensional separable Hilbert space and T a 
bounded linear operator on 1-l. We call T an isometric shift (or a forward shift) on 
1i if there is a complete orthonormal system { ¢n}~=l in 1i such that T¢n = ¢n+l for 
n = 1, 2, .... Also, we call T a backward shift on 1i if there is a complete orthonormal 
system { ¢n}~=l in 1i such that T¢1 = 0 and T¢n = <Pn-l for n = 2, 3, .... 

In [9], Crownover extended the definition of an isometric shift on 1-l to a Banach space 
without using a basis: 

Definition. Let B be a Banach space and T a bounded linear operator on B. We call T 
an isometric shift on B if T satisfies the following conditions: 

(i) T is an isometry. 

(ii) The codimension of the range ofT in B is 1. 

(iii) n~=l rn(B) = {0}. 

We say that T is an isometric quasi-shift (or a codimension 1 linear isometry) on B if T 
satisfies (i) and (ii) only. 

In [17], Holub gave a similar extension for a backward shift: 

Definition. Let B be a Banach space and T a bounded linear operator on B. We write 
ker T to denote the kernel {f E B : T f = 0}. We call T a backward shift on B if T satisfies 
the following conditions: 

(i)' The induced operator T: f + kerT 1--t Tf of the quotient space BjkerT into B is 
an isometry. 
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( ii)' The dimension of ker T is 1. 

(iii)' U~=l ker Tn is dense in B. 

According to [36, Proposition 1.2), every backward shift on an infinite-dimensional space 
is surjective . We say that Tis a backward quasi-shift if T satisfies (i)' and (ii)', and if 
T is surjective. Also, we know that the adjoint operator of a backward shift on B is an 
isometric shift on B* ([41, 44)). 

In [17), Holub posed the problem whether a concrete function space admits an isometric 
shift or a backward shift. In other words: 

Does there exist an isometric shift or a backward shift on a concrete function space? 

The shifts on C(X) have been well studied. Here C(X) denotes the Banach space of 
all IK-valued continuous functions on a compact Hausdorff space X, equipped with the 
supremum norm. In [15), Gutek, Hart, Jamison and Rajagopalan studied isometric shifts 
on C(X) and classified them using the Holsztynski theorem [16). On the other hand, 
Rajagopalan and Sundaresan studied backward shifts on C(X) and proved the following 
theorem: 

Theorem B (Rajagopalan and Sundaresan [36, 37)). If C(X) is infinite-dimensional, 
then C(X) does not admit a backward shift. 

This theorem was proved in case of lK = lR in [36) and in case of lK = C in [37). Later, 
Rajagopalan, Rassias and Sundaresan [35) extended this theorem to the Banach space of 
E-valued continuous functions on X, where Eisa Banach space withE* strictly convex. 

In this paper, we are concerned with the case of lK = C. We denote by Cc(X) the 
Banach algebra of all complex-valued continuous functions on X. As a generalization of 
Cc(X), we consider a uniform algebra. A uniform algebra A on X is a closed subalgebra 
of Cc(X) which contains the constants and separates the points of X, that is, for each 
pair of distinct points XI, x2 E X, there exists f E A such that f (XI) #- f ( x2). 

The main result in this chapter is the following two theorems: 

Theorem 2.1.1. An infinite-dimensional uniform algebra does not admit a backward shift. 

Theorem 2.1.2. Let A be a uniform algebra. Suppose that the maximal ideal space of A 
has at most finitely many isolated points. Then A does not admit a backward quasi-shift. 

Clearly, Theorem 2.1.1 is a generalization of Theorem B. Rete the adjective "infinite
dimensional" is crucially necessary because a finite-dimensional space always admits a 
backward shift. In Theorem 2.1.2, the same adjective is unnecessary because backward 
quasi-shifts on finite-dimensional spaces are not surjective. 

The essential part of Theorem 2.1.1 was obtained in the master's thesis by Ariizumi 
[3]. The author refined its proof partly and prove it together with Theorem 2.1.2 (see [45]). 
We give their proofs in Section 2.2. After the proof, we discussed the shifts on concrete 
function spaces. 

2. 2 Backward shifts on uniform algebras 

In this section, we prove Theorems 2.1.1 and 2.1.2. Throughout this section, X is a 
compact Hausdorff space and A is a uniform algebra on X. 
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2.2.1 Preliminaries 

As a preliminary, we explain some facts concerning a uniform algebra. 
For each x E X, the evaluation functional ex on A is defined by e,c (f) = f ( x) for all 

f EA. It is clear that ex E A* and llexll = ex(1) = 1, where A* denotes the dual space of 
A. The Choquet boundary Ch( A) for A is defined as 

Ch(A) = {x EX: ex is an extreme point of ball A*}. 

It is known that Ch(A) is a boundary for A, that is, for any f E A there exists x E Ch(A) 
such that lf(x)l = 1\fll ([12, Theorem 2.3.8]). The next fact also seems to be known: 

Let ~ E ball A*. Then ~ is an extreme point of ball A* if and only if 
there exist x E Ch( A) and a E '][' such that ~ = aex. 

(2.1) 

The "if" part follows immediately from the definition of Ch(A). The proof of the "only 
if" part may be found in [12, Corollary 2.3.6]. 

We here describe the characterizations of the point of Ch(A). 

Proposition 2.2.1. Let p E X. Then the following are equivarent: 

(i) p E Ch(A). 

(ii) ep is an extreme point of the set{~ E A* : 11~11 = ~(1) = 1}. 

(iii) For each neighborhood U of p and for each c > 0, there exists f E ball A such that 
f(p) > 1- c and lf(x)l < c for all x EX\ U. 

Proof. It is easy to see that (i) implies (ii). Let us show the converse. Assume that (ii) 
holds. To see (i), it suffices to show that ep is an extreme point of ball A*. For this purpose, 
write ep = t~ + (1- t)ry, where ~,TJ E ballA* and 0 < t < 1. Then we have 

1 = lep(1)1 = 1t~(1) + (1- t)ry(1)1 ~ t1~(1)1 + (1- t)lry(1)1 

~ tll~ll + (1- t)II'TIII ~ t + (1- t) = 1. 

Hence 11~11 = 1.;(1)1 = 1 and IITJII = 117(1)1 = 1. Since 1 = ep(1) = t~(1) + (1- t)17(1), it 
follows that 1 = ~(1) = ry(1). Therefore, (ii) implies that ep = ~ = 17. Thus we see that ep 
is an extreme point of ball A*, that is, p E Ch( A). 

The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) is known as the Bishop-deLeeuw theorem [34, page 
3~. 0 

Proposition 2.2.2. Let p and q be distinct points in Ch(A), and let a,(3 E 'lr. Then 
for each neighborhood U of {p, q} and each c > 0, there exists f E ball A such that 

lf(p)- ad < c, lf(q)- /31 < c and !f(x)l < c for all x EX\ U. 

Proof. Choose disjoint open sets G1 and G2 so that p E G1 c U, q E G2 c U. By 
Proposition 2.2.1, there exist g, h E ball A such that 

g(p) > 1-c and 
h(q) > 1- c and 

lg(x)\ < c for x EX\ G1. 
\h(x)\ < c for x EX\ G2. 
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Then we have 

Jag(x) + ;Jh(x)J < { Jjgjj + \h(x)\ ~ 1 + c 
- Jg(x)J + \\h\\ ~ c + 1 

ifxEG1, 

if X EX\ Gl. 

Now, we define a function f E ball A by f = (ag + ;Jh)/(1 +c). Then we have 

\f(p) _a\= I (ag(p) + ;Jh(p))- a(1 +c) I ~ Ja\lg(p)- 1\ + j;Jjjh(p)j + Ja\c < ~. 
1+c 1+c 1+c 

Similarly, we obtain \f(q)- !31 < 3c/(1 +c). Furthermore, if x EX\ U, then Jg(x)J < c 
and \ h( x) \ < c, so that \ f ( x) \ < 2c / ( 1 + c). Finally, we only have to arrange a positive 
number c to find the desired function f. 0 

Proposition 2.2.3. Let p be an isolated point of Ch(A). Then there exists f E A such 
that f(p) = 1 and f(x) = 0 for all x E Ch(A) \ {p}. 

Proof. Since pis an isolated point of Ch(A), we find a neighborhood U of pin X so that 
U n Ch(A) = {p}. Then Proposition 2.2.1 gives a sequence of functions Un} C ball A 
such that fn(P) > 1- 1/2n and lfn(x)J < 1/2n for all x EX\ U. This sequence satisfies 
sup{\fm(x)- fn(x)\: X E Ch(A)} ~ 1/2n-l whenever m > n. Since \\f\1 = sup{lf(x)J: x E 
Ch(A)} for all f E A, it follows that {in} is a Cauchy sequence in A. By the completeness 
of A, there exists f E A such that 1\fn- f\\ -+ 0. This function f must have the desired 
properties. 0 

Proposition 2.2.4. Let 9Jt be the maximal ideal space of A and let~ E 9Jt. Then ~ is 
an isolated point of 9Jt if and only if there exists an isolated point p of Ch(A) such that 
~ = ep· 

Proof. Suppose that ~ is an isolated point of 9Jt. Then {Q and 9Jt \ {~tare disjoint 
open subsets of 9Jt. Hence there exists f E A such that f(O = 1 and f(rJ) = 0 for 
all 17 E 9Jt \ { 0 by Shilov's idempotent theorem [22, Proposition 3.5.3], where J is the 
Gelfand representation of f. Recalling that Ch(A) is a boundary for A, we can find a 
point p E Ch(A) such that \f(p)j = 11!11· Then we have 

Jj(ep)\ = \f(p)l = \1!11 = llfll = 1 =f- 0. 

Hence our choice of f implies that ep = ~. By hypothesis, ep is an isolated point of 9Jt. 
Since x f-t ex is a homeomorphism of X into 9Jt, pis an isolated point of Ch(A). 

Conversely, suppose that pis an isolated point of Ch(A). By Proposition 2.2.3, there 
exists f E A such that f(p) = 1 and f(x) = 0 for all x E Ch(A) \ {p}. Put 

U = {'TJ E 9Jt: f('TJ) = 1}. 

Since [(ep) = f(p) = 1, we have ep E U. Next, note that f 2 = f on Ch(A). This implies 
(f)2 = f and so f takes values in {0, 1} on 9Jt. Hence U is open in 9Jt. To see that ep is 
an isolated point, let us show that U = { ep}. Assume, to reach a contradiction, that there 
exists~ E U \ {ep}· Then we can find g E A so that g(ep) = 1 and g(~) = 2. Define hE A 
by h = fg. Then we have h(p) = f(p)g(p) = 1 = f(p) and J!:(x) = f(x)g(x) = Q = f(x) 
for all x E Ch(A) \ {p}, and hence h =f. However, h(O = f(09(0 = 2 =f- 1 = !(0, and 
so h =f- f. This is a contradiction. Thus we see that ep is an isolated point of 9Jt. 0 
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Next, we remark on the measure. Let M(X) denote the Banach space of all complex 
regular Borel measures on X, with the total variation norm. By the Hahn-Banach theorem 
and the Riesz representation theorem, we see the following fact: For each ~ E A*, there 
exists a measure J1 E M(X) such that 

~(f)= L f dJ.L (f E A) and 11~11 = IIMII-

Such a J.L is called a representing measure for ~. We should note that a representing 
measure for~ is not always determined uniquely. 

A simple example of a measure in M (X) is the point mass 8x concentrated at x E X. 
We know that J f d8x = f(x) for all f E A and ll8xll = l. Thus 8x is one of the representing 
measures for the evaluation functional ex. 

2.2.2 Lemmas 

For the proofs of Theorems 2.1.1 and 2.1.2, we prepare several lemmas. 

Definition 2.2.5. Let u E C(X) and put S(u) = {x EX : u(x) =/= 0}. For any distinct 
points p, q E S(u), we put 

k - u(q) 
upq- /u(p)l + /u(q)l' 

and define a measure Aupq on X by 

A·upq = k.upqbp- kuqp8q. 

Since lkupql + lkuqpl = 1, it follows that 

We characterize the measure Aupq, as follows: 

Lemma 2.2.6. Let f.L E M(X) and u E C(X). Suppose that p and q are distinct points 
in S ( u). Then J.L = Aupq if and only if f.L satisfies the following conditions: 

Jl({p}) = kupq, J.L({q}) = -kuqp and llflll :S: 1. (2.2) 

Moreover, ll>..upqll = 1 and l>..upqi(X \ {p, q}) = 0. 

Proof. It is clear that J1 = Aupq satisfies (2.2). For the "if" part, suppose that J.L satisfies 
(2.2). Then we have 

0::::: IJ.LI(X\ {p,q}) = lfl/(X) -lfll({p}) -lfll({q}) 
= llflii-IJ.L({p})l- lfl({q})l = Jlflll-lkupql- /kuqpl = IIJ.LII- 1 :S: 0. 

Thus we obtain 
1/flll = 1 and /Jl/(X \ {p, q}) = 0. 

Now let us show J1 = Aupq· Let E be an arbitrary Borel set in X. If p,q '/:. E, then 
IJ.L(E) I :S: IJ.LI(E) :S: lfli(X \ {p, q}) = 0, and hence J.L(E) = 0 = Aupg(E). If p E E and 
q ¢:. E, then J.L( E \ {p}) = 0, and so 

Jl(E) = Jl(E \ {p}) + Jl({p}) = kupq = Aupq(E). 
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If p tj. E and q E E, we can see J.L(E) = Aupq(E) similarly. Finally, if p, q E E, then 
J.L(E \ {p, q}) = 0, and so 

J.L(E) = J.L(E \ {p, q}) + J.L( {p}) + J.L( { q}) = kupq- kuqp = >..upq(E). 

In any case, we obtain J.L(E) = Aupq(E). D 

Definition 2.2.7. For u E C(X), we define a subspace M([u]..l) of M(X) by 

M([u]..l) = {f.L E M(X) : /}( udf.L = 0}. 
Lemma 2.2.8. If u E C(X), and if p and q are distinct points in S(u), then Aupq is an 
extreme point of ball M([u]..l ). 

Proof. By Lemma 2.2.6, l>..upqi(X \ {p,q}) = 0, and so 

j. ud>..upq = /' ud>..upq = u(p)Aupq( {p}) + u(q)>..upq( { q}) 
X j{p,q} 

u(p)u(q) u(q)u(p) 
= u(p)kupq- u(q)kuqp = lu(p)l + lu(q)l - lu(q)l + lu(p)l = O. 

Hence Aupq E M([u]..l). Since ll>..upqll ~ 1, we get Aupq E ballM([u]..l). 
Let us show that Aupq is an extreme point of ballM([u]..l). Assume that 

A-upq = tJ.L + (1 - t)v, (2.3) 

where f.L, v E ball M([u]..l) and 0 < t < 1. We first observe the equations: 

IJ.L({p})l + IJ.L({q})l = lv({p})l + lv({q})l = 1, (2.4) 

arg;t({p}) = argv({p}) and arg;t({q}) = argv({q}). (2.5) 

Indeed, we have 

1 = lkupql + lkuqpl 

= I Aupq ( {p}) I + I Aupq ( { q}) I 

= itJ.L({p}) + (1- t)v({p})i + itJ.L({q}) + (1- t)v({q})i 

~ tl;t({p})l + (1- t)lv({p})l +tiJ.L({q})l + (1- t)lv({q})l 

= t(ltt({p})l + IJ.L({q})l) + (1- t)(lv({p})l + lv({q})l) 

~ tllttll + (1- t)llvll 

~ t + (1 - t) = 1. 

Thus all above inequalities become equalities. Note that the inequality in the fourth line 
follows from the triangle inequality; Ia: + ,BI ~ Ia: I+ 1.81, where equality holds if and only if 
arg a:= arg ,B or a:,B = 0. Hence we obtain (2.5). Moreover the instance of equality in the 
last three lines implies (2.4). 

Next, we show that 

u(p);t({p}) +u(q);t({q}) =u(p)v({p}) +u(q)v({q}) = 0. (2.6) 
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By (2.4), we have IJ.LI(X \ {p,q}) = IJ.LI(X) -IJ.LI({p}) -IJ.LI({q}) = IIJ.LII-1::::: o, and so 

0= r UdJL=J UdJL=U(p)JL({p})+u(q)JL({q}). 
j X {p,q} 

Similarly, we get u(p)v({p}) +u(q)v({q}) = 0. 
By (2.6), J.L({q}) = -(u(p)ju(q))JL({p}). Inserting this into (2.4) gives 

ju(q) I 
IJ.L({p})j = ju(p)j + ju(q)j = ikupqi· 

In the same way, we get )v({p})l = )kupq)- Hence IJ.L({p})l = jv({p})j. Combining with 
the first equation in (2.5), we obtain J.L({p}) = v({p}). Hence (2.3) leads to J.L({p}) = 

v({p}) = Aupq({p}) = kupq· By a similar argument, we can see that J.L({q}) = v({q}) = 
Aupq({q}) = -kuqp· Here we recall that IIJ.LII:::; 1 and llvll :S: 1. By Lemma 2.2.6, we obtain 
JL = 11 = Aupq· Thus (2.3) implies Aupq = JL = 11, and hence Aupq is an extreme point. 0 

Let us consider the functional on A that is represented by the measure >-u1Jq. 

Definition 2.2.9. For each u E A and for each pair of distinct points p, q E S(u), we 
define a bounded linear functional Bupq on A by 

where the constants kupq, kuqp are defined in Definition 2.2.5. 

Lemma 2.2.10. Let u E A, and let p and q be distinct points in S(u) n Ch(A). Then 

(i) For each neighborhood U of {p, q} and each E > 0, there exists f E ball A such that 
)Bupq(f)i > 1- E and if(x)i < E for all x EX\ U. 

(ii) IIBupqjj = 1. 

Proof. To see (i), pick a:= ju(q)jju(q) and f3 = -ju(p)jju(p) in Proposition 2.2.2. Then 
the resulting function f in ball A satisfies if(x) I < E for all x E X\ U. Moreover, f satisfies 
if(p)- o:j < E and Jf(q)- /31 < E, so that 

1- IBupq(f)j :S: )Bupq(f)- 1j = )kupqf(p)- kuqpf(q)- (ikupqj + ikuqpl)j 

= ikupqf(p)- k·uqpf(q)- k.upqO: + k·uqp/3J 

:S: lkupqjjf(p)- o:j + ikuqpjjf(q)- /31 
< jkupq)E + )kuqp)E =E. 

Thus (i) is proved. 
For (ii), note that IIBupqjj :S: lkupqjjjepjj + lkuqpilleqjj = jkupqj + ikuqpj = 1. Also, 

the function f in (i) satisfies IWupqil 2:: Wupq(f)i > 1 -E. Since E is arbitrary, we get 
liBupqli 2:: 1. 0 

Lemma 2.2.11. Let u E A, and let p and q be distinct points in S(u) n Ch(A). Then 
A.upq is the only representing measure for e.upq. 
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Pmof. For any f E A, we have 

Bupq(f) = kupqep(f)- kuqpeq(f) = kupq l jd8p- kuqp l fd8q = l jdAupq· 

Also, Lemma 2.2.10(ii) and Lemma 2.2.6 yield IIBupqll = 1 = I!Aupqll· Therefore, Aupq is a 
representing measure for Bupq. 

Let us show the uniqueness of Aupq· Let f.i be another representing measure for Bupq· 
For each neighborhood U of {p, q} and each E > 0, Lemma 2.2.10(i) gives a function 
f E ball A such that 18-upq(f)l > 1- E and lf(x)l < E for all x EX\ U. Then we have 

1- E < IBupq(f)l = I r fdf.il ::; 11 fdf.il + r .fdf.i lx u : lxw 
:S: ll.fiii~LI(U) + ciJLI(X \ U) :S: I~LI(U) + c(1- I~LI(U)) = (1- c)IJLI(U) + E, 

so that 

l!-il (U) 2 1 
-

2
E. 

1-E 
Letting E -+ 0, we get IJLI(U) 2 1, and the regularity of JL forces IJLI( {p, q}) 2 1. Since 
IJLI(X) = II~LII = 118-upqll = 1, it follows that I~LI(X \ {p, q}) = 0. Hence, for each f E A, we 
have 

kupq.f(p)- kuqp.f(q) = Bupq(f) = { .fdf.i = { .fdf.i = .f(p)JL({p}) + .f(q)JL({q}). 
lx J{p,q} 

Taking .f E A so that f(p) = 1 and f(q) = 0, we obtain k-upq = JL({p}). While, taking f so 
that f(p) = 0 and f(q) = 1 yields -kuqp = f.i({q}). Moreover, we know II~LII = 1. Finally, 
we appeal to Lemma 2.2.6 to get f.i = Aupq· 0 

We show the functional version of Lemma 2.2.8. 

Definition 2.2.12. For u E A, we put 

[u] ={au: a E C} and [u].l = {~ E A*: ~(u) = 0}. 

Lemma 2.2.13. Ifu E A, and ifp and q are distinct points in S(u) n Ch(A), then Bupq 
is an extreme point of ball[u].l. 

Pmof. Since 

u(q)u(p) u(p)u(q) = 
0 Bupq(u) = kupqep(u)- kuqpeq(u) = lu(p)l + lu(q)l - lu(q)l + lu(p)l ' 

it follows Bupq E [u]..L. Combining with Lemma 2.2.10(ii), we get Bupq E ball[u)..L. 
Next, we show that 8upq is an extreme point of ball[u].l. Assume that 

Bupq = t~ + (1- t)'T}, 

where ~' 'T} E ball[u].l and 0 < t < 1. Let JL and v be representing measures for ~ and 'T), 

respectively. Put >. = t~L + (1 - t)v. Then for any f E A, we have 

l fdA= t l fdp. + (1- t) l fdv = t~(f) + (1- t)'T](j) = Bupq(f). 
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This implies 

IBupq(f)j = IL fd.A.I ::::; L ifid[.A.I :S; IIJIIII.AII, 

and so IIBupqll ::; /I.AII· Also, IIJ.LII = 11(11 ::::; 1 and //v// = II7JII ::; 1, and hence 

IIA/1 ::; tliJ.LII + (1- t)llvll ::::; 1 = I!Bupqll· 

Therefore, IIBupqll = IIAI!. As a consequence, A is a representing measure for Bupq, and 
Lemma 2.2.11 shows that A= Aupq· Thus we obtain 

A.upq = tj.l + (1 - t)v. (2. 7) 

Since~ and 7J belong to [u].l, it follows that 

L udJ.l = ~(u) = 0 and L udv = ry(u) = 0. 

Hence J.l, v E ball M([u].l ). Recall from Lemma 2.2.8 that A·upq is an extreme point of 
ballM([u].l). Then (2.7) leads to Aupq = J.l = v. Thus we have 

for all f E A, that is, Bupq = ~· Similarly, we get Bupq = 7]. We reach the desired equation 
eupq=(=7]. 0 

We investigate the distance 11.;- 7JII for~' 7J E ball A*. 

Lemma 2.2.14. If p and q are distinct points in Ch(A) and if a, fJ E 'll', then 

Proof. It is clear that llaep- {Jeqll ::::; 2. For the reverse inequality, let E > 0. Proposition 
2.2.2 gives a function f E ball A such that Jf(p)- a) < E and lf(q) + /31 < E. Then we 
have 

2- jaep(f)- {Jeq(f)l ::; laep(f)- {Jeq(f)- 21 = la(f(p)- a)- {J(f(q) + /3)1 
::::; lallf(p)- al + lfJIIf(q) + /31 < c: + c: = 2c:. 

Therefore, llaeP - {Jeqll 2 laep(f) - {Jeq(f)l > 2- 2c:. Since E is arbitrary, we obtain 
l!aep- {JeqJI 2: 2. 0 

Lemma 2.2.15. Let u EA. If the set S(u)nCh(A) contains at least three distinct points, 
then there exist extreme points ( and TJ of ball[u].l such that 

(i) I!(- 7JII < 2, and 

(ii) ~ and 7] are linearly independent. 
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Proof. By hypothesis, we find three distinct points p, q and r in S(u) n Ch(A). Then we 
may assume that 

argu(p) =/:. arg( -u(q)). (2.8) 

For, if there exist no such points p and q, then three equations 

argu(p) = arg(-u(q)), argu(q) = arg(-u(r)) and argu(r) = arg(-u(p)) 

hold simultaneously, which is impossible. Now, put ~ = eupr and ry = euqr· By Lemma 
2.2.13, ~and ry are extreme points of ball[u].l. 

Let us show (i). By (2.8), 

arg kurp =/:. arg(- kurq). 

Therefore, the triangle inequality [kurp- kurq[ < [kurp[ + [kurq[ holds strictly. Hence we 
have 

II~- 'rill= 11eupr- euqrll = ll(kuprep- kurper)- (kuqreq- kurqer)ll 

= llk.upr·ep- (k·urp- k-urq)er·- k·uqr·eqll 

:S [kupr[ + [kurp- kurq[ + [kuqr[ 

< [kupr[ + [kurp[ + [kurq[ + [kuqr[ = 2. 

To verify (ii), assume o:~ + (3ry = 0 and o:, (3 E C Then, for any f E A, we have 

0 = o:~(f) + (3ry(f) = o:(kuprep(f)- kurper(f)) + f3(kuqreq(f)- kurqer(f)) 

= O:k·uprf (p) - ( o:k.ur-p + f3k.ur·q )J(r) + f3k.uqT J( q) · 

Taking f E A so that f(p) = 1 and f(q) = f(r) = 0, we have 0 = o:kupr· Noting kupr =/:. 0, 
we get o: = 0. On the other hand, if we take f E A so that f(q) = 1 and f(p) = f(r) = 0, 
then we get (3 = 0. Thus~ and ry are linearly independent. 0 

The preceding two lemmas yield the following lemma: 

Lemma 2.2.16. Let u EA. If the set S(u)nCh(A) contains at least three distinct points, 
then [u].l is not linearly isometric to A*. 

Proof. Assume that [ u ].l is linearly isometric to A*. Then there is a linear isometry T of 
[u].l onto A*. Consider extreme points~ and ry of ball[u].l described in Lemma 2.2.15. 
Then T~ and Try are extreme points of ballA*. By (2.1), there exist p,q E Ch(A) and 
o:, (3 E '][' such that T~ = o:ep and Try = (3eq. 

If p =/:. q, Lemma 2.2.14 implies that liT~- Tryll = llo:ep - (3eq[[ = 2. Since T is an 
isometry, II~- 'rill = 2, which contradicts Lemma 2.2.15(i). 

On the other hand, if p = q, then we have 

Since T is injective, it follows that (3~- o:ry = 0. Note that o:, (3 =/:. 0. This contradicts the 
linear independence of~ and ry from Lemma 2.2.15(ii). Consequently, [u].l is not linearly 
isometric to A*. 0 
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Let us consider a backward quasi-shift on A. 

Lemma 2.2.17. LetT be a backward quasi-shift on A. Iff E U~=1 kerTn, then S(f) n 
Ch(A) is a finite set. In particular, ifkerT = [u], then S(u) n Ch(A) is finite. 

Proof. Since ker T is one-dimensional, we can write ker T = [u], where u E A and u #- 0. 
Since the induced operator T: f +[u] M T f is a linear isometry of A/[u] onto A, the adjoint 
operator T* is a linear isometry of A* onto (A/[u])*. Note that (A/[u])* is linearly isometric 
to [u].l, via the linear isometry P: (A/[u])* -t [u].l defined by (PiP)(!) = i'J>(j + [u]) for 
all f E A and iJ> E (A/[u])*. Thus we have 

((PT*)~)(f) = (P(T*~))(J) = (T*O(f + [u]) = ~(T(f + [u])) = ~(Tf) = (T*O(f) 

for all f E A and~ E A*. Hence PT* = T*, and soT* is a linear isometry of A* onto [u]i. 
Once we have seen that [u].l is linearly isometric to A*, Lemma 2.2.16 says that the 

number of elements of S(u) n Ch(A) is less than 2. Of course, S(u) n Ch(A) is finite. 
To prove the lemma, we show the following assertion for all n = 1, 2, ... : 

If f E ker rn, then S (f) n Ch( A) is a finite set. (2.9) 

We adopt an induction on n. 
First, consider the case n = 1. If f E ker T = [u], then f = au for some a E C Hence 

S(f) n Ch(A) = S(au) n Ch(A) c S(u) n Ch(A). 

Since S(u) n Ch(A) is finite, so is S(f) n Ch(A). Thus (2.9) is true when n = 1. 
For the inductive step, assume that (2.9) is valid for some n. We must show that 

iff E kerTn+l, then S(f) n Ch(A) is finite. Put g = Tf. Then g E kerTn, and the 
assumption (2.9) implies that S(g) n Ch(A) is finite. 

Consider the set Z of all p E Ch(A) such that there exist q E S(g) n Ch(A) and a E 1!' 
satisfying T*(aeq) = ep. We know that for each p E Z, the pair (q, a) as above is uniquely 
determined, because T* is injective. Thus we can define the map 1r : Z -t S(g) n Ch(A) 
by 1r(p) = q, where p E Z, q E S(g) n Ch(A), a: E 1!' and T*(aeq) = ep. Let us show that 1r 

is injective. If not, there exist p,p' E Z such that 1r(p) = 1r(p') (= q). Then T*(aeq) = ep 
and T*(o:'eq) = ep' for some a:, a' E 1!'. Choose a function f so that f(p) = 1 and f(p') = 0. 
Then we have 

1 = f(p) = ep(f) = (T*(aeq))(f) = a,(T*(o:1eq))(f) = o:,ep'(f) = a,f(p') = 0, 
a a a 

which is a contradiction. Hence 1r : Z -t S(g) n Ch(A) is injective, and so the number of 
the elements of Z is less than that of the elements of S(g) n Ch(A). Since S(g) n Ch(A) 
is finite, so is Z. 

Next, we show the inclusion: 

S(J) n Ch(A) c (S(u) n Ch(A)) u Z. (2.10) 

For this, it suffices to show that if p E S(f) n Ch(A) and if p ¢_ S(u), then p E Z. Since 
p ¢_ S(u), ep(u) = u(p) = 0, and so ep E [u]i. It is easy to see that ep is an extreme point 
of ball[u].l. Since T* is a linear isometry of A* onto [u].l, we find an extreme point ~ of 
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ball A* such that T*~ = ep, and (2.1) gives the form~= aeq, where q E Ch(A) and a E 1!'. 
Thus T*(aeq) = ep. Also, p E S(f) implies 

ag(q) = aeq(g) = (aeq)(Tf) = (T*(aeq))(f) = ep(f) = f(p) =f. 0, 

and so q E S(g). Thus we arrive at p E Z, and the inclusion (2.10) is established. 
We now know that both S(u) n Ch(A) and Z are finite. Therefore, (2.10) implies that 

S(f) n Ch(A) is finite. This accomplishes the inductive step and completes the proof. 0 

2.2.3 Proofs of Theorems 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 

We are now in a position to prove Theorems 2.1.1 and 2.1.2. 

Proof of Theorem 2.1.1. Let A be an infinite-dimensional uniform algebra on a compact 
Hausdorff space X. The linear space {flch(A) : f E A} is isomorphic to A, and it is also 
infinite-dimensional. Hence Ch(A) mm;t have infinitely many points. Thus the compact 
set X contains an accumulation point p of Ch( A). In other words, there exists a net {Pi} 
consisting of infinitely many points of Ch(A) such that {Pi} converges top. 

Now, assume that there exists a backward shift Ton A. From the comment in the 
definition of backward shift, we know that T is a backward quasi-shift on A. Let f E 

U~=l kerTn. By Lemma 2.2.17, the set S(f) n Ch(A) is finite. So, we may assume that 
{Pi} C Ch(A) \ S(f). Then, for each i, we have f(Pi) = 0, and the continuity off shows 
that f(p) = 0. Thus we have 

Ill- !II ;::: 11- f(p)/ = 1. 

Since this holds for all f E U~=l ker Tn, the constant function 1 cannot lie in the closure 
of U~=l ker rn. Hence, U~=l ker rn is not dense in A. This contradicts the fact that T is 
a backward shift, and the theorem is proved. 0 

Proof of Theorem 2.1.2. Assume that there exists a backward quasi-shift Ton A. Since 
kerT is one-dimensional, we can write kerT = [u], where u E A and u =f. 0. Note that 
S(u) is open in X and that S(u) n Ch(A) is finite by Lemma 2.2.17. We see that all points 
in S(u) n Ch(A) are isolated points of Ch(A). While, u =f. 0 implies that S(u) n Ch(A) 
is non-empty. As a consequence, there exists at least one isolated point of Ch(A). By 
Proposition 2.2.4, the maximal ideal space of A has at least one isolated point. 

Now, let m be the number of isolated points of the maximal ideal space of A. We show 
that the dimension of ker rm+l is less than m. By Proposition 2.2.4, the number of isolated 
points of Ch(A) ism exactly. Write down all isolated points of Ch(A) as Pl· ... ,Pm· For 
each j = 1, ... , m, Proposition 2.2.3 gives us a function fj E A such that fj(Pj) = 1 and 
fj(x) = 0 for all x E Ch(A) \ {Pj}. Pick f E kerrm+l arbitrarily. By Lemma 2.2.17, 
S(f) n Ch(A) is finite, and so we again see that all points in S(f) n Ch(A) are isolated 
points of Ch(A), that is, S(f) n Ch(A) c {p1, ... ,pm}· Hence, if we put aj = f(pj) for 
each j = 1, ... , m, then 

flch(A) = alfliCh(A) + · · · + amfmiCh(A) = (alfl + · · · + amfm)lch(A)• 

which implies f = ad1 + · · · + amfm· Thus every f E kerrm+l is written as a linear 
combination of fl, ... , fm, and we conclude that the dimension of kerTrn+l is less than 
m. 
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Now note that 

[u] = kerT C kerT2 C · · · c kerTm c kerrm+l. 

As a consequence of the preceding paragraph, we must have kerTN = kerTN+l for some 
N E {0,1, ... ,m}. Since TN, like T, is surjective, we find hE A with TNh = u. Then 
TN+lh = T(TNh) = T'U. = 0 and soh E kerTN+l = kerTN. Hence u = TNh = 0, a 
contradiction. 0 

2.3 Examples 

We examine the existence of isometric (quasi-)shift and backward (quasi- )shift in some 
concrete spaces. The first example gives a uniform algebra which admits an isometric 
shift and no backward quasi-shifts. 

Example 2.3.1. Let A(lDl) be the disc algebra, that is, the uniform algebra of all contin
uous functions on the closed unit disc ][)) which are analytic in the open unit disc. The 
isometric shifts on A(lDl) are characterized by Takayama and Wada [47]. A typical example 
of it is the multiplication operator S: 

(Sf)(z) = zj(z) (z E lDl, j E A(lDl)). 

This example suggests to us that the following operator T may be a backward shift on 
A(lDl): 

{ 

f(z)-f(O) 

(Tf)(z) = teo) · if z "I 0, 

if z = 0, 
(f E A(lDl)). 

It is easy to see that T is surjective and satisfies the conditions (ii)' and (iii)' in the 
definition of backward shift. However, T does not satisfy (i)'. Indeed, kerT is the subspace 
of constant functions, and the function j(z) = z2 + z satisfies that 

inf{llf +gil : g E kerT}:::; ll.f- H = fi < 2 = IITJII· 

Hence T is not a backward shift. Moreover, Theorem 2.1.2 implies that A(lDl) does not 
admit a backward quasi-shift, because the maximal ideal space of A(lDl) is homeomorphic 
to JDJ and it has no isolated points. 

The second example gives a uniform algebra which admits neither isometric quasi-shifts 
nor backward quasi-shifts. 

Example 2.3.2. It is known that C([O, 1]) and C(1') admit no isometric quasi-shifts, 
where 1' is the unit circle in C ([15, Theorem 2.2] and [46, Corollary 1]). Hence C([O, 1]) 
and C(1r) admit no isometric shifts. Moreover, Theorem 2.1.2 implies that C([O, 1]) and 
C(1') admit no backward quasi-shifts, because [0, 1] and 1' have no isolated points. 

Next. we consider the spaces of differentiable functions on [0, 1]. Holub proved that 
C(n) [0, 1] and Lip[O, 1] admit no isometric shifts if c(n) [0, 1] and Lip[O, 1] consist of real

valued functions and have the norm 11!11 = llflloo + a(f), where a is a semi-norm and 
a(1) = 0 ([17, Theorem 2.3]). Thus the spaces (C(nl[o, 1], II· lfr:) and (Lip[O, 1], If· [[r:) 
with the real-valued functions admit no isometric shifts. Here we take up the spaces 
(C(nl[0,1],[1·1[m) and (Lip[0,1],[[·[[m). 
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Example 2.3.3. The Banach spaces (C(n)[O, 1], ll·llm) and (Lip[O, 1], ll·llm) also admit nei
ther isometric quasi-shifts nor backward quasi-shifts. Indeed, write B for (C(n)[O, 1], II· lim) 
or (Lip[O, 1), II · lim)· By Theorems 1.2.2 and 1.3.2, every finite codimensionallinear isom
etry on B is surjective. Thus there are no isometric quasi-shifts on B. Moreover, by 
Lemmas 1.2.22 and 1.3.18, B is linearly isometric to C(X) for some compact Hausdorff 
space X with at most finitely many isolated points. Hence, by Theorem 2.1.2, B admits 
no backward quasi-shifts. 

Let (0, 125, JL) be a positive measure space. It is known that if JL has no atoms, then 
V(O, 125, JL) admits neither isometric quasi-shifts nor backward shifts, where 1 :::; p < 
oo,p =1- 2 ([15, Corollary 4.1) and [38, Theorems 2.1 and 2.3)). In the next example, we 
deal with the space L00 (0., 125, JL). 

Example 2.3.4. Let (0., 125, JL) be a positive measure space. By Corollary 1.3.22, ev
ery finite codimensional linear isometry on L00 (0., 125, JL) is surjective. Thus there are no 
isometric quasi-shifts on L00 (0., 125, JL). Hence there are no isometric shifts on L00 (0., 125, f.J.). 

Recall from the proof of Corollary 1.3.22 that L00 (0., 125, JL) is linearly isometric to 
C(9Jtu"' ). Applying Theorem B to C(9J1£= ), we see that if L00 (0., 125, JL) is infinite
dimensional, then L00 (0, 125, JL) does not admit a backward shift. In particular, if the 
measure JL has at most finitely many atoms, then 9JtL= has at most finitely many iso
lated points, and so Theorem 2.1.2 shows that L00 (0., 125, JL) does not admit a backward 
quasi-shift. For example, L00 [0, 1) does not admit a backward quasi-shift. 

Next, we consider the sequence spaces .eoo(N), c, co and t'P(N) (1 :::; p < oo). The space 
.e00 (N) is an example of the case that JL has infinitely many atoms in Example 2.3.4. We 
will see that .eoo(N) and c admit a backward quasi-shift but not a backward shift. 

Example 2.3.5. By .eoo(N), c and co, we denote the space of all sequences that are 
bounded, converge and converge to zero, respectively. They are Banach spaces with respect 
to the supremum norm. For 1 ::::; p < oo, t'P(N) denotes the Banach space of all sequences 
x = {xn} such that I:~= 1 lxniP < oo, equipped with the norm llxll = (2:~=1 lxniP) 1 1P. We 
know that .eoo(N), c, co and t'P(N) admit an isometric shift ([44, Example 4.1)). 

Note that .eoo(N) and care unital commutative C*-algebras in the complex case. Using 
the Gelfand-Naimark theorem, we see that .eoo(N) and c are linearly isometric to C(Xl) 
and C(X2) for some compact Hausdorff spaces X1 and X2, respectively. Since .eoo(N) and 
c are infinite-dimensional, Theorem B implies that .eoo (N) and c admit no backward shifts. 

Next, consider the operator T : (x1, x2, ... ) H (x2, X3, ... ). We can easily check that 
Tis a backward quasi-shift on each space .eoo(N), c, co and t'P(N). However, T cannot be 
a backward shift on .e00 (N) and c, as we saw above. Indeed, T does not satisfy (iii)'. On 
the other hand, the other spaces co and t'P(N) exhibit a different aspect. It is easily seen 
that Tis a backward shift on co and .eP(N) ([44, Example 4.2)). Hence co and .eP(N) admit 
a backward quasi-shift. 

Here, we ask whether there exists a backward shift on a unital commutative Banach 
algebra which is not a uniform algebra. The next example answers "Yes". 
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Example 2.3.6. Recall the Wiener algebra W. It is known that W is a unital commuta
tive Banach algebra which is not a uniform algebra. As we saw in the proof of Theorem 
1.4.1, W is linearly isometric to £1 (Z). Consider the operators T1 and T2 on £1 (Z): 

T1: ( ... ,X-3,X-2,X-l,xo,xl,x2,x3,···) r---+ ( ... ,x3,X2,Xl,Q,xo,x-l,x-2, ... ), 
0 0 

T2: ( ... ,X-3,X-2,X-l,xo,xl,X2,X3,···) r---+ ( ... ,x4,X3,X2,xl,x-l,x-2,X-3 ... ). 
0 0 

We see that T1 and T2 are an isometric shift and a backward shift on £1(Z), respectively. 
Hence W admits an isometric shift and a backward shift. 

Finally, we summarize these observations in the following table. 

Does there exist an isometric (quasi- )shift or a backward (quasi- )shift on the space? 

Space Isometric Isometric Backward Backward 
shift quasi-shift shift quasi-shift 

Uniform algebra Yes or No Yes or No No Yes or No 
Disc algebra Yes Yes No No 

C([O, 1]), C(T) No No No No 

(C n)[O, 1], II· lim) No No No No 
(Lip[O, 1], II · lim) No No No No 

£ 00 [0, 1] No No No No 
goo Yes Yes No Yes 
c Yes Yes No Yes 

co Yes Yes Yes Yes 
f!P (l~p<oo) Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Wiener algebra Yes Yes Yes Yes 
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Chapter 3 

Real-linear isometries between 
complex function spaces 

3.1 Introduction 

Our final purpose is a characterization of general isometries which are not necessarily 
linear. For this purpose, the Mazur-Ulam theorem is our good tool. It states: If T is 
a surjective isometry between normed linear spaces, then T - TO is real-linear. Thus we 
turn our attention to the real-linear isometries. So far, we have dealt with the IK-linear 
isometries between IK-linear spaces. In this chapter, we consider the real-linear isometries 
between complex-linear spaces. 

Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space. We denote by Cc,o(X) the Banach space 
of all complex-valued continuous functions on X which vanish at infinity, equipped with the 
supremum norm. If X is compact, we write Cc (X) instead of Cc,o (X). A complex function 
space on X means a nonzero complex-linear subspace of Cc,o(X), which is understood to 
be equipped the supremum norm and need not be closed in its topology. 

Let A be a complex function space on X. For each x E X, the evaluation functional 
e,r is defined by ex(!)= f(x) for all .f EA. We define the Choquet boundary Ch(A) for A 
as 

Ch(A) = {x EX: ex is an extreme point of ball A*}. 

By definition, we see that for each x E Ch( A) there exists .f E A such that .f ( x) =I= 0. Also, 
we know that Ch(A) is a boundary for A, that is, given f E A, there exists x E Ch(A) 
such that lf(x)l = 11!11 ([12, Theorem 2.3.8]). 

We say that A is strongly separating if for each pair of distinct points x, y E X there 
exists f E A such that lf(x)l =I= lf(y)l. Also, we introduce a more restricted separation: We 
say that A is strongly triple-separating if for each triple of distinct points x, y. z E Ch(A) 
there exists .f E A such that lf(x)l =I= l.f(y)l and f(z) = 0. 

In this chapter, we give a characterization of surjective real-linear isometries between 
complex function spaces, as follows: 

Theorem 3.1.1. Let A and B be complex junction spaces on locally compact Hausdorff 
spaces X and Y, respectively. Suppose that A and B are strongly separating and that A 
is strongly triple-separating. If T is a real-linear isometry of A onto B, then there exist a 
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(possibly empty) open and closed subset E of Ch(B), a homeomorphism t.p of Ch(B) onto 
Ch(A) and a unimodular continuous function w on Ch(B) such that 

for all f EA. 

(Tf)(y) = {w(y)f(t.p(y)) 
w(y)f(t.p(y)) 

if y E E, 

if y E Ch(B) \ E, 

In [11], Ellis proved the similar statement on the setting where X and Y are compact 
and A is a uniform algebra on X. In general, a closed subalgebra of Cc,o(X) which 
separates the points of X is called a function algebm on X. In [30], Miura investigated 
the case where A and B are strongly separating function algebras. In any case, we can 
verify that A is strongly triple-separating (see Proposition 3.4.2 in §3.4). Thus the above 
theorem is a generalization of the theorems in [11] and [30]. (In [30], the definition of 
Ch(A) is different, but it agrees with our definition ([40, Theorem 2.1])). 

In Section 3.2, we investigate the property of the strongly triple-separating complex 
function space. By using it, we give a new statement of Theorem 3.1.1 in order to prove 
it conveniently. This is stated in Theorem 3.2.2 and proved in Section 3.3. We will see 
from Example 3.4.5 that Theorem 3.2.2 is a refinement of Theorem 3.1.1. In Section 
3.4, we obtain many complex function spaces which Theorems 3.1.1 and 3.2.2 are applied 
to. In Section 3.5, we use Theorem 3.2.2 to characterize the complex-linear isometries 
(Corollary 3.5.1). Unfortunately, our corollary does not lead to the result by Araujo and 
Font [1]. This curious situation will be explained in Example 3.5.2. In Section 3.6, we give 
a characterization of surjective isometries between complex function spaces. 

3.2 General theorem 

We begin with the property of the strongly triple-separating complex function space. Put 
1r = {a E ((:> Ia I = 1 }. 

Proposition 3.2.1. Let A be a strongly triple-sepamting complex function space on a 
locally compact Hausdorff space X. If x, x' E Ch(A), if a, (3 E 1r and if (sa)ex + (t(3)ex' is 
an extreme point of ball A* for all s, t E lR with s2 + t2 = 1, then f3ex' = ±iaex. 

For the proof, we need the following known fact: 

Let A be a complex function space on a locally compact H ausdorjf 
space X and let E E A*. Then E is an extreme point ofballA* if and (3.1) 
only if~= aex for some x E Ch(A) and a E 'lr. 

The "if" part follows immediately from the definition of Ch(A). The proof of the "only 
if" part may be found in [12, Corollary 2.3.6]. 

Proof. Let x, x' E Ch(A) and a, (3 E 'lr. Suppose that (sa)ex + (t(3)ex' is an extreme point 
of ball A" for all s, t E lR with s2 + t 2 = 1. Take s = t = 1/ v'2. Since (1/ v'2)(aex + f3ex') 
is an extreme point of ball A*, it follows from (3.1) that 

(3.2) 
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for some x" E Ch(A) and "( E 1!'. 
Assume that x, x' and x" are distinct. Since A is strongly triple-separating, there exists 

f E A such that lf(x)l =I= lf(x')l and f(x") = 0. By (3.2), we have 

exf(x) + (3f(x') = (exex + f3ex')(f) = ..f2"fex"U) = vf2'Yf(x") = 0 

and so 
lf(x)l = lexf(x)l = l-f3f(x')l = lf(x')l, 

which is a contradiction. Hence x, x' and x" are not distinct. Consequently, we have at 
least one of x = x', x = x" and x' = x". 

Assume that x = x'. Then (3.2) becomes (ex+ (3)ex = vf2'Y~x"· Hence 

and so Re(a/3) = 0. Since la/31 = 1, we obtain a(3 = ±i, namely (3 = ±iex. Hence 
f3ex' = ±iexex' = ±iexex. 

Next, we assume that x = x". Then (3.2) becomes f3ex' = ( v'2'Y- ex)ex. Hence 

and so Re('Ya) = 1/v'2. Since l"fal = 1, we obtain "(a= (1±i)/J2, namely v'2'Y = (1±i)ex. 
Therefore, 

f3ex' = ( ..J2'Y - ex) ex = ±iexex. 

For the case of x' = x", we can show that f3ex' = ±iexex similarly. 0 

Remark. In the third paragraph of the above proof, we saw the fact that if lexl = l/31 = 1 

and lex+ /31 = J2, then (3 = ±iex. 

Thus Theorem 3.1.1 becomes a special case of the next general theorem: 

Theorem 3.2.2. Let A and B be complex function spaces on locally compact Hausdorff 

spaces X and Y, respectively. Suppose that A is strongly separating and satisfies the 

following condition: 

If x, x' E Ch(A), if ex, (3 E 1!' and if (sex)ex + (t(3)ex' is an extreme 
point of ball A* for all s, t E ~ with s2 + t 2 = 1, then (3 ex' = ±iexex. 

(3.3) 

If T is a real-linear isometry of A onto B, then there exist a (possibly empty) open and 

closed subset E ofCh(B), a continuous mapping i.p ofCh(B) onto Ch(A) and a unimodular 

continuous function w on Ch(B) such that 

(Tf)(y) = {w(y)f(~.p(y)) 
w(y)f(~.p(y)) 

if y E E, 

if y E Ch(B) \E, 
(3.4) 

for all f E A. If, in addition, B is strongly separating, then the mapping i.p becomes a 

homeomorphism of Ch(B) onto Ch(A). 
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3.3 Proof of Theorem 3.2.2 

We begin with the general lemma: 

Lemma 3.3.1. Let A and B be complex normed linear spaces with (complex) dual spaces 
A* and B*, respectively. If T is a real-linear isometry of A onto B, then there exists a 
real-linear isometry T* of B* onto A* such that 

(f EA. 17 E B*). (3.5) 

Proof. When we regard A as a real-linear space, we denote the (real) dual space of A 
by A;. For each~ E A*, Re~ belongs to A;. This correspondence induces a real-linear 
isometry PA: ~ r---t Re~ of A* onto A; (cf. [42, Proposition 5.17]). ForB, we will use the 
similar notations B; and PB. 

With each p E B;, we associate a functional TrP E A; defined by 

(Trp)(f) = p(Tf) (! E A). 

Since T is a real-linear isometry of A onto B, it is seen that Tr is a real-linear isometry 
of B; onto A;. Now, putT*= Pi1TrPB. Then T* is a real-linear isometry of B* onto A* 
and PAT*= TrPB. Hence we have 

for all f E A and 17 E B*. D 

The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 3.2.2. Throughout the 
proof, A, B, X and Y are as in Theorem 3.2.2. Suppose that T is a real-linear isometry 
of A onto B. Let T* be the corresponding real-linear isometry of B* onto A* described in 
Lemma 3.3.1. 

Lemma 3.3.2. For each y E Ch(B), there exist a unique x E Ch(A) and a unique n E 1!' 
such that T*eY = aex 

Proof. Let y E Ch(B). Then ey is an extreme point of ballB*. Since T* is a real-linear 
isometry of B* onto A*, T*eY is an extreme point of ball A*. By (3.1), there exist x E Ch(A) 
and n E 1!' such that T*eY = nex. 

Let us show the uniqueness of x and n. Suppose that T*eY = n'ex' for some x' E Ch(A) 
and n' E 1!'. Then for each f E A, we have 

(3.6) 

and so if(x)l = lf(x')l. Since A is strongly separating, this implies that x = x'. Thus 
(3.6) becomes nf(x) = n'f(x) for all f EA. Taking f E A so that f(x) =1- 0, we get 
n=n'. D 

Lemma 3.3.3. For each y E Ch(B), T*(iey) = iT*eY or T*(iey) = -iT*eY. 
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Proof. Let y E Ch(B). In Lemma 3.3.2, we have just found x E Ch(A) and a E '][' such 
that T*eY = aex. Next, note that iey is also an extreme point of ball B*. A similar 
argument gives x' E Ch( A) and /3 E '][' such that T* ( iey) = /3ex'. Choose s, t E JR. so that 
s2 + t2 = 1. Since T* is real-linear, it follows that 

Here s + it E 1l', and so ( s + it )ey is an extreme point of ball B*. Therefore we see 
that (sa)ex + (tfJ)ex' is an extreme point of ball A*. By the assumption (3.3), we obtain 
/3ex' = ±iaex, that is, T*(iey) = ±iT*e·y· 0 

Definition 3.3.4. Put 

E = {y E Ch(B): T*(iey) = iT*ey}· 

By Lemma 3.3.3, Ch(B) \ E = {y E Ch(B) : T*(iey) = -iT*ey}· 

Lemma 3.3.5. For each x E Ch(A), there exist y E Ch(B) and a E 1l' such that T*eY = 

aex. 

Proof. Let X E Ch( A) 0 Then ex is an extreme point of ball A* 0 Since the inverse r*-l is 
a real-linear isometry of A* onto B*, T*- 1ex is an extreme point of ball B*. Hence (3.1) 
gives y E Ch(B) and /3 =a+ ib E ']['such that T; 1ex = /3ey. Assume that y E Ch(B) \E. 
Using the real-linearity ofT* and the equation T*(iey) = -iT*eY, we see that 

Hence T*eY = aex with a= /3. For the case of y E E, we put a= 73 to get T*eY = aex. 0 

Lemma 3.3.6. For each y E Ch(B), let x E Ch(A) and a E '][' be as in Lemma 3.3.2. 
Then 

(Tf)(y) = {af(x) 
af(x) 

if y E E, 

if y E Ch(B) \ E, 

for all f EA. 

Proof. Pick f E A. Using (3.5), we have 

Re(T f)(y) = Re ey(T f) = Re(T*ey)(f). 

Im(Tf)(y) =- Rei(Tf)(y) =- Re(iey(Tf)) =- Re(T*(iey))(f) 

= {- Re(i~*ey)(f) = Im(T*ey)(f) if y E E, 
- Re( -~T*ey)(f) = - Im(T*ey)(f) if y E Ch(B) \E. 

Hence 
if y E E, 

if y E Ch(B) \E. 

Since (T*ey)(f) = (aex)(f) = af(x), we arrive at (3.7). 
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Definition 3.3.7. To each y E Ch(B), we associate a unique x E Ch(A) and a unique 
o: E 1!', as in Lemma 3.3.2, and write 

X=tp(y) and o: = {w(y) 
w(y) 

if y E E, 

if y E Ch(B) \E. 

Then rp is a mapping of Ch(B) into Ch(A) and w is a unimodular function on Ch(B). By 
Lemma 3.3.5, rp is surjective. Also, Lemma 3.3.6 says that for each f E A, 

Hence 

(T f)(y) = {w(y).f(rp(y)) 
w(y)f(rp(y)) 

I(Tf)(y)J = lf(rp(y))i 

Lemma 3.3.8. E is open and closed in Ch(B). 

Proof. We first observe that 

if y E E, 

if y E Ch(B) \E. 

(y E Ch(B)). 

E = n {y E Ch(B): (T(i.f))(y) = i(Tf)(y)}, 
fEA 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

Ch(B) \ E = n {y E Ch(B): (T(if))(y) = -i(Tf)(y)}. (3.11) 
fEA 

If y E E, then (3.8) implies (T(if))(y) = w(y)(if)(rp(y)) = iw(y)f(rp(y)) = i(Tf)(y) for 
all f E A. On the other hand, if y E Ch(B) \ E, then (T(if))(y) = w(y)(if)(rp(y)) = 
-iw(y)f(rp(y)) = -i(Tf)(y) for all f EA. Hence E and Ch(B) \ E are contained in the 
sets on the right sides of (3.10) and (3.11), respectively. Moreover, for each y E Ch(B), 
there exists f E A such that (T f) (y) =f. 0, because T is surjective. This implies that two 
intersections in (3.10) and (3.11) are disjoint. Thus we obtain (3.10) and (3.11). 

For each f E A, the set {y E Ch(B) : (T(if))(y) = i(Tf)(y)} is closed in Ch(B), 
because T (if) and T f are continuous on Y. Hence ( 3.10) implies that E is closed in 
Ch(B). Similarly, (3.11) implies that Ch(B) \ E is closed in Ch(B). Thus E is open and 
closed in Ch(B). 0 

Lemma 3.3.9. rp is continuous on Ch(B). 

Proof. Assume, to get a contradiction, that tp is not continuous at some y E Ch(B). 
Then there exist a net {yll} C Ch(B) and an open neighborhood U of tp(y) in X such that 
yll -+ y and tp(yll) tfc U for all f.i-· Regard { rp(yll)} as a net in the one-point compactification 
X00 =XU {xoo} of X. Since X00 \ U is compact, there exist a subnet {rp(yv)} of {rp(yll)} 
and z E Xoo \ U such that 'P(Yv) -+ z ([24, Theorem 5.2]). Then tp(y) =f. z. Thus we can 
find f E A such that 

Jf(rp(y))J =f.lf(z)j. (3.12) 

For, if z = X 00 , then there exists f E A such that f(rp(y)) =f. 0 = f(z), while if z EX, then 
the strong separation of A gives .f E A satisfying (3.12). On the other hand, we use (3.9) 
and the continuity of T f and f to see that 

J(Tf)(Yv)l-+ J(Tf)(y)J = Jf(rp(y))J and J(Tf)(yv)J = Jf('P(Yv))J-+ Jf(z)j. 

Hence if(cp(y))j = Jf(z)j, in contradiction to (3.12). Thus rp is continuous on Ch(B). 0 
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Lemma 3.3.10. w is continuous on Ch(B). 

Proof. Let y E Ch(B). Choose .f E A so that .f(:p(y)) =f. 0, and put U = {x E Ch(A) : 
.f(x) =f. 0}. We first consider the case of y E E. Since cp is continuous and E is open, 
the set cp-1(U) n E is an open neighborhood of y. By (3.8), we have w = Tf /(f o cp) on 
cp-1 (U) n E. Since T .f, .f and cp are continuous, w is also continuous on cp-1 (U) n E, that 
is, around the point y. For the case of y E Ch(B) \ E, we can show that w is continuous 
on :p-1(U) \ E, that is, around the pointy. Thus w is continuous on Ch(B). 0 

Lemma 3.3.11. If B is strongly separating, then cp is a homeomorphism. 

Proof. We first observe that cp is injective. To do this, suppose that y, y' E Ch(B) and 
cp(y) = cp(y'). For each g E B, there exists .f E A such that Tf = g, because T is 
surjective. Using (3.9), we have 

lg(y)l = I(Tf)(y)l = l.f(cp(y))l = l.f(cp(y'))l = I(Tf)(y')l = lg(y')l. 

Since this holds for all g E B, the strong separation of B implies that y = y'. Hence cp is 
injective. 

Once cp is bijective, we have the inverse cp-1 : Ch(A) -+ Ch(B). To finish this lemma, 
it suffices to show that cp-1 is continuous on Ch(A). Conversely, assume that cp-1 is 
not continuous at some x E Ch(A). As in the proof of Lemma 3.3.9, we find a net 
{ Xv} C Ch(A) and a point z in the one-point compactification Y 00 = Y U { oo} of Y such 
that Xv-+ x, cp-1 (xv)-+ z and cp- 1(x) =f. z. Moreover, we use the strong separation of B 
to find g E B such that 

lg(cp- 1 (x))l =f.lg(z)l. 

If we take .f E A so that T.f = g, then (3.9) and the continuity of .f and g imply 

l.f(xv)l-+ lf(x)l = lf(cp(cp-1(x)))l = I(Tf)(:p-1(x))l = lg(cp-1 (x))l, 

lf(xv)l = lf(cp(cp-1 (xv))l = I(Tf)(cp-1(xv))l = lg(cp-1 (xv))l-+ lg(z)l. 

(3.13) 

Hence lg(:p-1 (x))l = lg(z)l, which contradicts (3.13). Thus cp-1 is continuous on Ch(A). 
0 

Noting Lemmas 3.3.8-3.3.11 and Equation (3.8), we establish the theorem. 

3.4 Examples 

In this section, we exhibit some examples of complex function spaces which Theorem 3.1.1 
or 3.2.2 can be applied to. 

Let A be a complex function space on a locally compact Hausdorff space X. A point 
x E X is called a strong boundary point of A, if for each neighborhood U of x and for each 
E > 0, there exists f E A such that f(x) = 11!11 = 1 and lf(y)l < E for ally EX\ U. We 
denote by O'(A) the set of all strong boundary points of A. We say that A is C-regular if 
Ch(A) C O'(A) (cf. [12, Definition 2.3.9]). This concept is a sufficient condition for A to 
be strongly triple-separating: 

Proposition 3.4.1. Every C-regular complex function space is strongly triple-separating. 
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Proof. Let x, x' and x" be distinct points in Ch(A). If A is C-regular, we find f E A 
such that f(x) = lifll = 1, Jf(x')l < 1/2 and Jf(x")J < 1/2. We also find g E A such 
that g(x") = JJgJJ = 1, Jg(x)J < 1/2 and Jg(x')J < 1/2. Define hE A by h = f- f(x")g. 
Then we easily check that Jh(x)J > 3/4 > )h(x')! and h(x") = 0. Hence A is strongly 
triple-separating. 0 

The next proposition was mentioned in Introduction 3.1: 

Proposition 3.4.2. Every function algebra is strongly triple-separating. In particular, a 
uniform algebra is strongly triple-separating. 

Though we can prove this directly, we here appeal to Proposition 3.4.1. 

Proof. For any function algebra A, we have cr(A) = Ch(A). (This is well known if A is 
a uniform algebra, and the general case is dealt with in [40, Theorem 2.1].) Hence A is 
C-regular. Thus the proposition follows from Proposition 3.4.1. D 

Here is another example of strongly triple-separating complex function space. 

Example 3.4.3. Let K be a compact subset of C and let A be a complex function space 
on K. The letter z is also used to denote the identity function on C. If A contains 
the polynomials in z of degree 2, then A is strongly triple-separating. In particular, the 
complex function space 

{J E Cc(K) : f(z) = az2 + bz + c (z E K), a, b, c E C} 

is strongly triple-separating. 

Proof. For any distinct points w, w', w11 E K, put f ( z) = ( z - w') ( z - w") for all z E K. 
Clearly, f EA. Also, we have lf(w)j i- 0 = lf(w')j and f(w") = 0. 0 

Next we consider a complex function space which satisfies (3.3) in Theorem 3.2.2. 

Proposition 3.4.4. Let A be a complex function space on a locally compact Hausdorff 
space X. Suppose that there exists A E '][' \ { ± L ±i} satisfying the following condition: 

For any pair of distinct points x, x' E Ch(A), there exists f E A such 
that f(x) = 11!11 = 1 and f(x') =A. 

Then A satisfies (3.3). 

(3.14) 

Proof. Let x, x' E Ch(A) and a, f3 E ']['. Assume that (sa)ex + (tj3)ex' is an extreme point 
of ball A* for all s, t E IR with s2 + t 2 = 1. 

To see that x = x', we assume the converse; xi- x'. Then, by (3.14), we find f E A 
such that f(x) = llfll = 1 and f(x') =A. Hence we have 

)sa+ tj3A) = )(sa)f(x) + (tf3)f(x')j :S l!(sa)ex + (tJ))ex'll = 1. 

This gives s2 + 2stRe(aJ)A) + t 2 ::; 1, and so 

stRe(aJ)A)::; 0. 
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Since this holds when st > 0 and when st < 0, we must have Re(o:/1.>.) = 0. Hence 
o:/1.>. = ±i, and so :X = i?i/1 or :X = -i?i/1. Alternatively, if f E A is chosen so that 
f(x') = \If\\ = 1 and f(x) .>., then the similar argument shows that .>. = i?i/1 or 
.>. = -i7i/1. Thus we have 

:X=.>. or :X=-.>., 

namely Im .>. = 0 or Re .>. = 0. This contradicts the hypothesis .>. =/= ± 1, ±i. Hence x = x'. 
Once we have established x = x', the first assumption says that (so: + tj1)ex is an 

extreme point of ball A*. Hence jso:+t/1\ = 1. Takings= t = 1/-/2, we have jo:+/1\ = -/2. 
By Remark after the proof of Proposition 3.2.1, we get /1 = ±io:. Hence f1ex' = ±io:ex, 
and A satisfies ( 3.3). 0 

We give an example of a complex function space which satisfies (3.3) but is not strongly 
triple-separating. 

Example 3.4.5. Let§ be an arc in the unit circle 'll', that is, 

§ = { z E '][' : arg cr ::::; arg z ::::; arg T}, 

where cr, T E '][' and 0 < arg T- arg cr < 27r. Define a complex function space As on§ by 

As= {f E Cc(§): f(z) = az + b (z E §), a, bE C}. 

Then As is strongly separating and satisfies (3.3). But As is not strongly triple-separating. 
Moreover, Tis a real-linear isometry of As onto As if and only if there exists .>. E ']['such 
that T has one of four forms: 

T(az +b)= .>.(az +b), 

T(az +b) = .>.(az +crT b), 

T(az +b) = .>.(bz + CTT a), 

T(az +b) = .>.(bz +a). 
(3.15) 

Let us determine Ch(As): For each wE§, define f E A by f(z) = (wz + 1)/2. Then 
f(w) = 1 and \f(z)\ < 1 for all z E § \ {w}. Since the point z with \f(z)\ = \\f\1 is 
nothing but z = w and Ch(As) is a boundary for As, it follows that w E Ch(As). Thus 
we establish 

Ch(As) = §. 

Let us prove the statements of Example 3.4.5. 

Proof. We first observe that As is strongly separating. For any distinct points w, w' E §, 
put f(z) = z- w for z E §. Then f E As and \f(w)\ = 0 =/= \f(w')\. 

Next we show that As is not strongly triple-separating. Choose three points w, w', w" E 
§so that \w- w"\ = \w'- w"j. If f(z) = az +bE As satisfies f(w") = 0, then b = -aw", 
and so 

\f(w)\ = \aw + b\ =jaw- aw"l = la\\w- w"\ = \ajjw'- w"\ = lf(w')\. 

Hence there is no f E As such that \f(w)\ =/= \f(w')\ and f(w") = 0. In other words, As 
is not strongly triple-separating. 

Our next task is to show that As satisfies (3.3). Let w, w' E §and o:, j1 E 'll'. Suppose 
that for each s, t E lR with s2 + t 2 = 1, (so:)ew + (tj1)ew' is an extreme point of ball A§. By 
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(3.1), there exist Ws,t E §and 'Ys,t E 1r such that (so:)ew + (tf3)ew' = 'Ys,tews,t· Applying 
the identity function z and the constant function 1, we have 

(so:)w + (tf3)w' = 'Ys,tWs,t and so:+ t/3 = 'Ys,t. (3.16) 

respectively. When s = t = 1/J2, the first equation implies law+ f3w'l = J2, and so 
Remark after Proposition 3.2.1 shows that f3w' = io:w or f3w' = -io:w. Similarly, the 
second equation yields f3 = io: or f3 = -io:. Therefore, 

w' = w or w' = -w. (3.17) 

Now, assume that w' = -w. If f3 = io:, (3.16) becomes 

( s - it )o:w = 'Ys,tWs,t and ( s + it )a = 'Ys,t. 

and so Ws,t = (s- it) 2w, for each s, t E lR with s2 + t2 = 1. Take ( E ']['\§and choose s, t 
so that (s- it)2 = (w. Then we have Ws,t = ( tf- §,which is a contradiction. On the other 
hand, if f3 = -io:, we choose s, t so that (s + it)2 = (w, to reach a contradiction. Thus 
the latter case in (3.17) is impossible and we get w' = w. Hence f3ew' = ±io:ew. Thus we 
proved that As satisfies (3.3). 

Finally, we discuss the real-linear isometries. Let T be a real-linear isometry of As 
onto As. Since As is strongly separating and satisfies (3.3), we can apply Theorem 3.2.2. 
Note that E =§orE= f/J in Theorem 3.2.2, because§ is connected. Hence there exist a 
homeomorphism c.p of § onto § and a unimodular continuous function w on § such that 

(Tf)(z) = w(z)f(c.p(z)) (z E §, f E As) (3.18) 

or 

(Tf)(z) = w(z)f(c.p(z)) (z E §, .f E As). (3.19) 

Taking f as the constant 1 in (3.18) and (3.19), we have w = T1 E As, and so we can 
write w(z) = ·uz + v for some ·u, v E C Since w is unimodular on §, we have only two 
cases: w(z) = uz where u E 1r, or w(z) = v where v E 1r. 

Now assume that (3.18) holds and w(z) = uz. Putting f(z) = z in (3.18), we have 
wr.p = Tz E As. Hence we write uzc.p(z) = w(z)c.p(z) = pz + q for some p, q E C. So 
c.p( z) = u(p + qz). Since c.p is a homeomorphism of§ onto §, we must have up = 0, uq = uT 
and c.p(z) = !J'Tz. Hence 

T(az +b)= w(z)(ac.p(z) +b)= uz(a(uTz) +b)= u(bz +uTa), 

which is the second equation in (3.15) with u = >.. If (3.18) holds and w(z) = v, then we 
similarly obtain the first equation in (3.15). While, if (3.19) holds, the case w(z) = uz and 
the case w(z) = v yield the fourth and the third equations in (3.15), respectively. 

Conversely, if T has the form in (3.15), then it is easily shown that Tis a real-linear 
isometry of As onto As. 0 

Finally, we consider another function space. 
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Example 3.4.6. We denote by (cgl[o, 1], II · lim) the Banach space of complex-valued 
continuously differentiable functions on [0, 1], with the norm llfllm = max{lf(O)I, llf'lloo}· 

Then T is a real-linear isometry of ( cg) [0, 1], II · lim) onto itself if and only if there exist 
a homeomorphism cp of [0, 1] onto [0, 1], a unimodular continuous function won [0, 1] and 
a unimodular constant A such that T has one of four forms: 

(Tf)(x) = Af(O) +fox w(t)f'(cp(t)) dt, (Tf)(x) = Aj(O) +fox w(t)f'(cp(t)) dt, 

(Tf)(x) = Af(O) +fox w(t)f'(cp(t)) dt, (Tf)(x) = Af(O) +fox w(t)f'(cp(t)) dt 

for all x E [0, 1] and f E cg)[O, 1]. 

(3.20) 

Proof. LetT be a real-linear isometry of (cgl[o, 1], ll·llm) onto itself. Put X1 = [0, 1]U{p}. 

For each f E cgl[o, 1], we define a continuous function 1 on X1 by 

~ {f(O) if y = p, 
f(y) = f'(y) if y E [0, 1]. 

Then Lemma 1.2.22 implies that P : f H 1 is a complex-linear isometry of ( cg) [0, 1], ll·llm) 

onto Cc(Xl). Of course, Pis a real-linear isometry. Hence T = PTP-1 is a real-linear 
isometry of Cc( X 1) onto itself. It is clear that Ch( Cc( X 1)) = X 1 and Cc( X 1) is strongly 
triple-separating. Hence we can apply Theorem 3.1.1. In this case, we have E = X1, E = 
[ 0, 1], E = {p} or E = 0 in Theorem 3 .1.1. Hence there exist a homeomorphism p of X 1 

onto X 1 , a unimodular continuous function u on X1 such that 

(Th)(y) = u(y)h(p(y)) (y E Xl), (3.21) 

(fh)(y) ~ { u(y)h(p(y)) ifyE[0,1] 
(3.22) 

u(y)h(p(y)) if y = p 

(fh) (y) ~ { u(y )h(p(y)) if y = p 
(3.23) 

u(y)h(p(y)) ifyE[0,1] 

(Th)(y) = u(y)h(p(y)) (y E X1) (3.24) 

for all h E Cc(Xl). Then we have p([O, 1]) = [0, 1] and p(p) = p. Now, put cp = Pl[o,1], 

w = ul[o,l] and A= u(p). We easily check that cp, wand A have the desired properties. If 
(3.22) holds, then we have 

(Tf)(O) = Tf(p) = (Tf)(p) = u.(p)J(p(p)) = u.(p)J(p) = Af(O), 

(Tf)'(x) = Tf(x) = (TJ)(x) = u(x)J(p(x)) = u(x)f'(cp(x)) (x E [0, 1]), 

for all f E cgl[o, 1]. Hence (Tf)(x) = Af(O) + J; w(t)f'(cp(t)) dt. Similarly, by (3.21), 
(3.23) and (3.24), we obtain the rest of the forms in (3.20). 

Conversely, if T has the form in (3.20), then it is easily shown that T is a real-linear 

isometry of ( cg) [0, 1], II . lim) onto itself. D 
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3.5 The complex-linear case 

Note that a complex-linear isometry is the real-linear isometry T satisfying T(if) =iT f. 
Hence a complex-linear isometry T does not admit the identity (Tf)(y) = w(y)f(r.p(y)) in 
(3.4) of Theorem 3.2.2. Thus we obtain the next corollary: 

Corollary 3.5.1. Let A and B be complex function spaces on locally compact Hausdorff 
spaces X andY, respectively. Suppose that A is strongly sepamting and satisfies the con
dition (3.3). If T is a complex-linear isometry of A onto B, then there exist a continuous 
mapping r.p of Ch(B) onto Ch(A) and a unimodular continuous function w on Ch(B) such 
that 

(Tf)(y) = w(y)f(r.p(y)) (y E Ch(B)) (3.25) 

for all f E A. If, in addition, B is strongly sepamting, then the mapping r.p becomes a 
homeomorphism of Ch(B) onto Ch(A). 

This corollary is included in Theorems 3.1, 4.1 and Corollaries 3.2, 4.2 in [1]. Moreover, 
we know from them that the hypothesis (3.3) on A is unnecessary in Corollary 3.5.1. 
However, in Theorem 3.2.2, we cannot remove the condition (3.3). This is seen from the 
following example: 

Example 3.5.2. Define a complex function space A1r on 1!' by 

A1r = {f E Cc('ll'): f(z) = az + b (z E 1!'), a, bE C}. 

Then A1r is strongly separating but does not satisfy (3.3). Also, Tis a real-linear isometry 
of A'll' onto A'll' if and only if there exist K., >. E 1!' such that T has one of eight forms: 

T(az +b)= ~>.az + .\b, 

T(az +b)= ~>.az + Xb, 
T(az +b)= ~>.az + >.b, 

T(az +b)= ~>.az + >.b, 

T(az +b) = ~>.bz +.\a, 

T(az +b) = ~>.bz +.\a, 

T(az +b) = ~>.bz +>.a, 

T(az +b) = ~>.bz + Xa. 

(3.26) 

Some of these equations cannot be written in the form (3.4) in Theorem 3.2.2. Therefore, 
we cannot remove the condition (3.3) in Theorem 3.2.2. On the other hand, Tis a complex
linear isometry of A'll' onto A'll' if and only if there exist K., A E 1!' such that T has one of 
two forms in the first line of (3.26). These forms are represented in the form (3.25) in 
Corollary 3.5.1. 

Proof. It is clear that A'll' is a strongly separating complex function space on 1!'. Also, the 
equipped (supremum) norm is given by 

llaz + bll = lal + lbl. (3.27) 

Moreover, we see that Ch(A1r) = 1!', similarly to Example 3.4.5. 
Let us consider the real-linear isometries. If T has the form in (3.26), then it follows 

from (3.27) that Tis a real-linear isometry of A'll' onto A'JI'. In particular, 

TI( az + b) = az + b 
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is a real-linear isometry of A1r onto A1r. Let us see that Tt is out of the form (3.4) in 
Theorem 3.2.2. To do this, we assume the converse. Note that E = 1I' or E = 0 in 
Theorem 3.2.2, because 1I' is connected. Then our assumption says that there exist a 
homeomorphism cp of 1I' onto 1I' and a unimodular continuous function w on 1I' such that 

az + b = Tt(az +b)= w(z)(acp(z) +b) (3.28) 

or 

az + b = Tt(az +b)= w(z)(acp(z) +b). (3.29) 

Taking a = 0 and b = 1 in (3.28) and (3.29), we obtain w(z) = 1. If (3.28) holds, we 
take a = 1 and b = 0 in (3.28) to see that z = w(z)cp(z) = cp(z) and az + b = az +b. 
This is impossible when b = i. On the other hand, if (3.29) holds, then cp(z) = z and 
az + b = az +b. This is also impossible when a = i. In any case, we reach a contradiction. 
Thus Tt does not have the form (3.4). 

Since we have just found a real-linear isometry of A1r onto A1r out of the form (3.4), 
Theorem 3.2.2 tells us that A1r does not satisfy (3.3). 

Next, we start with an arbitrary real-linear isometry T of A1r onto A1r. Write 

for some Ct, c2, c3, c4, dt, d2, d3, d4 E C. By (3.27), the first equation gives 

(3.31) 

and the remaining ones give 

(3.32) 

Next, we consider the function z ± 1, and use the above equations to see 

2 = liz± 111 = JIT(z ± 1)11 = IIT(z) ± T(1))11 = ll(ctz + dt) ± (c3z + d3)ll 

= ll(ct ± c3)z + (dt ± d3)ll =let± c3l + ldt ± d3l ::; let!+ ic3l + ldtl + ld3l = 2, 

and so 

By the equality condition for the triangle inequality, these imply 

"ct = 0 or c3 = 0" and "dt = 0 or d3 = 0". 

Here we replace the function z ± 1 by z ± i or iz ± 1. Then we similarly get 

"ct = 0 or c4 = 0" and "dt = 0 or d4 = 0", 

"c2 = 0 or c3 = 0" and "d2 = 0 or d3 = 0". 

(3.33) 

(3.34) 

(3.35) 

Now assume that Ct =1- 0. Then the first fact in (3.33) says that c3 = 0, and so ld3l = 1 
by the second equation in (3.32). Here if we use (3.34) instead of (3.33), we get c4 = 0 
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and ld41 = 1. Since d3 =/=- 0, the second fact in (3.33) says that d1 = 0, and so lc1l = 1 by 
(3.31). If we use (3.35) instead of (3.33), we get dz = 0 and lczl = 1. Thus we obtain 

lc1l = lczl = ld3l = ld41 = 1 and c3 = c4 = d1 = dz = 0. (3.36) 

Hence (3.30) becomes 

T(z) = c1z, T(iz) = czz, T(1) = d3, T(i) = d4, 

and the real-linearity ofT implies that 

T(az +b)= (Rea)T(z) + (Ima)T(iz) + (Reb)T(1) + (Imb)T(i) 

= ((Rea)c1 + (Ima)cz)z + ((Reb)d3 + (Imb)d4). 

Putting a= 1 + i and b = 0 in (3.37), we have T((1 + i)z) = (c1 + cz)z, and so 

lc1 + c2l = IIT((1 + i)z)ll = 11(1 + i)zll = 11 + il =h. 

(3.37) 

Applying Remark after Proposition 3.2.1, we get c2 = ±ic1. If we put a= 0 and b = 1 + i 
in (3.37), we obtain d4 = ±id3. Thus (3.37) becomes 

T(az+b) = c1(Rea±iima)z+d3(Reb±iimb). 

Putting "'= c1 and >. = d3, we arrive at the left four equations in (3.26). 
On the other hand, if c1 = 0, then we can prove the right four equations in (3.26) in 

the same way. 
Finally, we consider the complex-linear case. Note that the only two equations in the 

first line in (3.26) satisfy T(if) = iTf. So, every complex-linear isometry T of AT onto 
Ar has one of such forms. If T( az +b) = "'az + >.b, then we put cp( z) = "'Xz and w( z) = >.. 
In this case, we have 

T(az +b)= >.(a(K,Xz) +b)= w(z)(a'P(z) +b). 

On the other hand, if T(az +b) = "'bz +>.a, then we put cp(z) = "KXz and w(z) = "'z to 
see that T(az +b) = w(z)(acp(z) +b). Thus both equations are represented in the form 
(3.25) in Corollary 3.5.1. D 

3.6 Isometries between complex function spaces 

From Theorem 3.2.2 and the Mazur-Ulam theorem, we obtain the following characteriza
tion of general isometries. 

Corollary 3.6.1. Let A and B be complex function spaces on locally compact Hausdorff 
spaces X and Y, respectively. Suppose that A and B are strongly separating and that A 
satisfies the condition (3.3). IJT is an isometry of A onto B, then there exist a (possibly 
empty) open and closed subset E of Ch(B), a homeomorphism 'P of Ch(B) onto Ch(A) 
and a unimodular continuous function w on Ch(B) such that 

for all f EA. 

(Tf)(y)- (TO)(y) = {w(y)f(cp(y)) 
w(y)f('P(Y)) 
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